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Abstract

Neural-based modeling techniques have been recognized as important vehicles

in the microwave computer-aided design (CAD) area in addressing the growing

challenges of designing next generation microwave device, circuits and systems. Ar-

tificial neural network models can be trained to learn electromagnetic (EM) and

physics behavior. The trained neural network models can be used in high-level cir-

cuit and system design allowing faster simulation and optimization including EM

and physics effects in components. The purpose of this thesis is to develop advanced

neural-based model generation and extrapolation techniques for microwave applica-

tions. The proposed techniques take advantage of the high-efficiency of automated

model generation algorithm, the cost-effective concept of knowledge-based neural

network and the generalization capability of extrapolation techniques, to achieve

reliable models for microwave applications.

To further speed up neural modeling process, an automated knowledge-based

neural network model generation method using a new adaptive sampling technique

for microwave applications is firstly proposed. The proposed method integrates all

the subtasks involved in knowledge-based neural modeling, thereby facilitating a

more efficient and automated model development framework. The new adaptive

sampling technique incorporates interpolation techniques to determine the addi-

tional training samples required and their location in model input space. In this

way, the proposed method can improve the efficiency and reduce the expense of

knowledge-based neural model development.

For different modeling problems, the mapping structures in knowledge-based
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models should be different. We propose a unified automated model structure adap-

tation algorithm for knowledge-based modeling using l1 optimization to automat-

ically determine the type and topology of the mapping structure in a knowledge-

based model. A new unified knowledge-based model structure to encompass various

types of mappings is proposed. Using the distinctive property for feature selection

of l1 optimization, the proposed method can automatically distinguish whether a

mapping is needed or not and whether a mapping is linear or nonlinear. It is a more

flexible and systematic technique and can further speed up the knowledge-based

neural model development.

As a further advancement, we propose an advanced multi-dimensional extrap-

olation technique for neural-based microwave modeling to make the model can be

more reliably used outside the training range. Grid formulation in the extrapolation

region is introduced and the proposed extrapolation is performed over these grids.

We present multi-dimensional cubic polynomial extrapolation formulation and pro-

pose to use optimization to obtain extrapolated values at grid points. By using the

proposed extrapolation method, neural models become more robust and reliable

when they are used outside the training range. The validity of the proposed extrap-

olation method is demonstrated by both EM optimization example and nonlinear

microwave simulation examples.

KEY WORDS: Design automation, knowledge-based neural network, l1 opti-

mization, extrapolation, microwave modeling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Nowadays in microwave design, because of the increasing component complexity,

tighter component tolerances and shorter design cycles, the industry’s emphasis

on time-to-market and low cost are placing enhanced demands on computer-aided

design (CAD) methods and tools for microwave modeling and design. With the

rapid development in the semiconductor industry, new devices continually evolve

and new models are constantly needed. The challenges for CAD researchers are not

only to develop more accurate models, but also to develop efficient and systematic

CAD methods. This thesis aims to propose unified and automated CAD methods

using neural network technique and advanced extrapolation technique to develop

accurate models and speed up the model development process.

Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been recognized as powerful vehicles in

microwave modeling and design [1]-[3]. ANNs learn electromagnetic (EM)/physics

behaviors from microwave component data through training process and the trained
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neural networks are then used as fast and accurate models for efficient high-level

circuit and system design. Significant speed-up of CAD by using neural models in

place of CPU-intensive EM/physics models resulted in a drive to develop advanced

neural modeling techniques [4]-[6].

Neural network models can represent devices accurately by training them using

an input/output data set. Usually, more training data leads to better model accu-

racy [7]. Two types of advanced approaches have been presented in the literature

where good model accuracy can be achieved with less training data: one is auto-

mated model generation technique [4] and the other is knowledge-based neural net-

work technique [1], [8]. These techniques are useful because less training data means

faster model development. Automated model generation technique integrates all the

subtasks involved in neural modeling, such as data generation, neural network selec-

tion, training and validation, thereby facilitating a efficient and automated model

development framework. On the other hand, knowledge-based models incorporate

application specific knowledge such as microwave empirical functions or equivalent

circuits into neural network structure to reduce the amount of training data and

enhance the model generalization performance. However, in the existing literature,

the knowledge-based neural model development is typically a manual process. The

data sampling process and the knowledge-based neural model structure selection

still depend on designers’ experience. The automation of the knowledge-based neu-

ral model development process still remains an open topic.

In neural modeling for microwave applications, there is another important aspect

to consider. In general, a well-trained neural network model has good accuracy
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and can represent the component behavior it learned within the training region

[1]. However, the accuracy of the neural network model outside the training region

decreases and this creates limitations when neural models are used to explore design

solutions in a larger range than the model training range. For example, when

a neural network model is used in the iterative computational loops during EM

optimization or harmonic balance (HB) simulation, the iterative variables which

are the inputs of the neural model may go beyond the neural model training range

during the iterative process. The poor performance of the trained neural model

outside the training range may mislead the iterative process into slow convergence

or even divergence. Therefore, extrapolation methods on neural network models

[9]-[12] have been described in the literature to address this issue. These model-

level and neuron-level extrapolation methods use the neural model and its derivative

information at the boundaries of the neural network training region, or use modified

neuron activation function to help model extrapolation.

However, for extrapolation methods on neural network models, the smoothness

of the neural model outside the training is very important in microwave simulation

and optimization. The smooth tendency of the model outside the training range

across different directions can make the neural model more robust and lead to faster

convergence in microwave simulation and optimization. How to make the neural

model smooth outside the training region across different directions still remains an

open subject.
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1.2 List of Contributions

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a unified and systematic automated

modeling method for microwave applications using knowledge-based neural net-

work with l1 optimization, and propose an advanced multi-dimensional extrapo-

lation technique for neural-based microwave modeling and design. In this thesis,

the subtasks in generating a knowledge-based model like initial optimization, unit

mapping, data generation, model structure adaptation, training and testing are in-

tegrated into a unified framework. A new adaptive sampling method is proposed to

make the automated modeling process faster. A new structure adaptation algorithm

with l1 optimization method is proposed to automatically determine the type and

the topology of the mapping structure in a knowledge-base neural model. In ad-

dition, a novel and efficient multi-dimensional extrapolation technique is proposed

to make neural network based microwave models behave well outside the training

region. In this thesis, the following significant contributions are made:

• An automated neural modeling method with a new adaptive sampling tech-

nique is proposed [13], [14]. The proposed method automates data generation,

determination of data distribution, selection of the number of hidden neu-

rons, and model training in a systematic framework. The proposed adaptive

sampling technique incorporates efficient interpolation approaches to avoid

intermediate training during the modeling process and speed up the model

development. In this method, automated model generation is extended from

generating pure neural network models to generating knowledge-based neu-
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ral network models for the first time. Compared to existing knowledge-based

modeling methods and existing automated model generation algorithms, the

proposed method can achieve an accurate knowledge-based neural network

model with less training data in a shorter modeling time.

• A unified automated model structure adaptation algorithm for knowledge-

based modeling using l1 optimization is proposed to automatically determine

the type and the topology of the mapping structure in a knowledge-based neu-

ral network model [15], [16]. Knowledge-based neural network modeling tech-

niques using space-mapping concept have been demonstrated in the existing

literature as efficient methods to overcome the accuracy limitations of empiri-

cal/equivalent circuit models when matching new electromagnetic (EM) data.

For different modeling problems, the mapping structure in the knowledge-

based model should be different. By encompassing various types of mappings

of the knowledge-based neural network model in the existing literature, we

propose a new unified model structure and derive new sensitivity formulas

for the training of the unified model. The proposed l1 formulation of mod-

eling can force some weights of the mapping neural networks to zeros while

leaving other weights as nonzeros. We utilize this feature to allow l1 opti-

mization to automatically determine which mapping is necessary and which

mapping is unnecessary. Using the proposed l1 optimization method, the

mapping structure can be determined to address different needs of different

modeling problems. In this way, the proposed algorithm is more systematic

and can further speed up the knowledge-based modeling process than existing
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knowledge-based modeling algorithms.

• A novel and efficient multi-dimensional extrapolation method is proposed for

neural-based microwave modeling and design [17] to make the model can be

reliably used outside the training region. In this proposed technique, the given

training data can be randomly distributed in the input space, and the bound-

aries of the training region can be arbitrary. The unknown target values of

the model outside the training range are formulated as optimization variables

and are determined by optimization, such that 1st order continuity of model

outputs versus inputs is preserved and 2nd order derivatives are minimized

everywhere. In this way, for locations in the input space where training data

exist, the model will be trained to fit the data; for locations in the input

space where no training data exist, the output values of the model will be

optimized to preserve the tendency of the model from the training bound-

aries and make the model maximally smooth across all directions everywhere

outside the training region. Compared to existing extrapolation methods for

neural networks, the proposed extrapolation technique makes neural models

more robust, resulting in faster convergence in microwave simulation and op-

timization involving neural model inputs as iterative variables.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, a literature review of neural network applications for microwave
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modeling and design is presented. An overview of basic concepts of artificial neu-

ral network (ANN), automated model generation, knowledge-based neural network

using space mapping concept are presented. Classical space mappings in knowledge-

based neural network model such as input space mapping, output space mapping

and frequency space mapping are also reviewed. In addition, extrapolation problem

of neural network models and recent extrapolation techniques for neural network

models such as model-level extrapolation methods and neuron-level extrapolation

methods are also reviewed.

Chapter 3 presents an advanced algorithm to automate the process of develop-

ing knowledge-based models with a new adaptive sampling technique for microwave

applications. It integrates and automates data generation, determination of data

distribution, selection of the number of hidden neurons and model training in a sys-

tematic framework. This proposed method uses less training data and shorter time

model development time than existing techniques. This algorithm is demonstrated

through a microwave filter modeling example.

Chapter 4 presents a more elegant and unified automated model structure adap-

tation algorithm for knowledge-based parametric modeling. The proposed method

can automatically determine the type and topology of the mapping structure in a

knowledge-based model. An accurate knowledge-based model with the most suit-

able and compact structure for a specific modeling problem can be achieved by using

the proposed method. Compared to the existing literature on the model structure

selection method, our proposed method is a more systematic technique and can fur-

ther speed up the process of developing a knowledge-based neural network model.
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This technique is illustrated by three microwave filter modeling examples.

Chapter 5 presents an advanced multi-dimensional extrapolation technique for

neural-based microwave modeling and design to address the modeling challenges

in microwave simulation and optimization, such as EM optimization and large-

signal HB simulation. The proposed technique guarantees best model accuracy

where training data is given and guarantees maximum smoothness where training

data is not given. The proposed extrapolation technique makes neural models for

both passive and active components more robust, resulting in faster convergence in

microwave simulation and optimization involving neural model inputs as iterative

variables. The validity of the proposed technique is demonstrated using both EM

optimization example and nonlinear microwave simulation examples.

Finally, in Chapter 6, conclusions and discussions on possible directions for fu-

ture work are presented.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Review of Artificial Neural Network for Mi-

crowave Modeling and Design

Neural networks, also called Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), are information pro-

cessing systems with their design inspired by the studies of human-brain learning

and generalization abilities [1]-[3]. The fact that neural networks can be trained to

learn any arbitrary nonlinear input-output relationships from corresponding data

has resulted in their use in a number of areas such as pattern recognition, speech

processing, control, bio-medical engineering etc. Nowadays, ANNs have been ap-

plied to RF and microwave computer-aided design (CAD) problems as well. Neural

networks are first trained to model the electrical behavior of microwave compo-

nents/circuits. These trained neural networks, often referred to as neural network

models (or simply neural models), can then be used in high-level simulation and

design, providing fast answers to the task they have learned [18]-[24]. In microwave

modeling area, neural models are much faster than detailed EM/physics models
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[1], [25]-[27], more accurate than polynomial and empirical models [28], allow more

dimensions than table lookup models [29], and are easier to develop when a new

device/technology is introduced [30].

Neural network techniques have been used for a wide variety of microwave ap-

plications such as transmission line components [5], [8], vias [31], bends [32], copla-

nar waveguide (CPW) components [33], spiral inductors [7], field effect transistor

(FET) devices [25], [34], heterojuction bipolar transistor (HBT) devices [35], high

electron mobility transistor (HEMT) devices [36], [37], filters [38]-[41], amplifiers

[42]-[45], mixers [46], antennas [47], embedded passives [4], [26], [27], packaging

and interconnects [48], etc. Neural networks have also been used in circuit sim-

ulation and optimization [3], [25], [49], signal integrity analysis and optimization

of very-large-scale-integration (VLSI) interconnects [48], [50], microstrip circuit de-

sign [51], process design [52], microwave impedance matching [53], inverse modeling

[54], measurements [55], synthesis [25], [56] and behavioral modeling of nonlinear

RF/microwave subsystems [57].

An increased number of RF/microwave engineers and researchers have started

taking serious interest in this emerging technology. A variety of ANN structures

has been developed in recent years, such as multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural

network [1], [57], radial basis function networks (RBF) [42], [58], recurrent neural

network (RNN) [46], [59], time-delay neural networks (TDNN) [60], dynamic neu-

ral networks (DNN) [61], [62], knowledge-based neural networks (KBNN) [8] and

state-space dynamic neural networks (SSDNN) [63]-[66]. In addition, automated

model generation method [4] and extrapolation techniques [11], [12] for neural net-
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work modeling have been described as recent developments in ANN techniques for

microwave modeling.

2.2 Basic Concepts of Neural Network Modeling

2.2.1 Neural Network Structures

A neural network has at least two physical components, i.e., the processing elements

and the connections between them. The processing elements are called neurons, and

the connections between the neurons are called links. Every link has a weighting pa-

rameter associated with it. Each neuron receives the stimulus from the neighboring

neurons which are connected to it, processes the information and generates an out-

put response. Neurons who receive stimulus from the outside of the neural network

(i.e., not from neurons of the neural network) are named input neurons. Neurons

whose outputs are used externally are named output neurons. Neurons who receive

stimulus from other neurons and whose output is a stimulus for other neurons in

the neural network are named hidden neurons. A neural network structure defines

how information is processed inside a neuron and how the neurons are connected.

Different neural network structures can be constructed by using different processing

elements and by the specific pattern how they are connected.

A variety of neural network structures have been developed for microwave mod-

eling and design. Here we describe several neural network structures that are com-

monly used for microwave modeling and design [1], such as multilayer perceptrons

(MLP), radial basis function networks (RBF), recurrent neural networks (RNN) and

dynamic neural networks (DNN).
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Multilayer perceptrons (MLP) [1], [57] are the basic and most frequently used

structure of neural networks. In the MLP structure, the neurons are grouped into

different layers. The first layer is called input layer and the last layer is called output

layer. The remaining layers between these two layers are called hidden layers. Input

layer neurons simply relay the external inputs to the neural network. Hidden layer

neurons have smooth switch-type activation functions. Output layer neurons can

have simple linear activation functions. In general, an MLP consists of one input

layer, one or more hidden layers, and one output layer, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

According to the universal approximation theorem for MLP proved by Cybenko

[67] and Hornik et al. [68], a three layer perceptron (a perceptron is defined as an al-

gorithm for supervised learning) with enough hidden neurons is able to approximate

an arbitrary nonlinear, continuous, multi-dimensional function with any desired ac-

curacy. In practice, how to choose the precise number of hidden neurons required

for specific modeling problem remains an open question. The number of hidden

neurons depends on the degree of nonlinearity and dimensionality of the original

problem. The ongoing research in this direction includes algorithms such as con-

structive algorithms [69], network pruning [70], regularization [71], and automated

model generation [4].

MLPs with at least one hidden layer are necessary and sufficient for arbitrary

nonlinear function approximation. Practically, three-layer and four-layer percep-

trons (i.e., one or two hidden layers) are most commonly used in neural network

applications. In practice, four-layer perceptrons have better performances in mod-

eling higher nonlinear problem than three-layer perceptrons which may need too
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Figure 2.1: Multilayer perceptrons (MLP) structure containing one input layer with
n input neurons, one output layer with m output neurons, and several hidden layers.

many hidden neurons. Three-layer perceptrons are usually preferred when gener-

alization capability of the function approximation is a major concern [72], because

fewer hidden neurons are needed in the resulting neural network. On the other

hand, four-layer perceptrons perform better in pattern classification problems [73],

because more layers allow more effective representation of hierarchical information

in the original problem.
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Figure 2.2: The structure of radial basis function (RBF) neural network.

Radial basis function (RBF) neural network [42], [58] is another popular neural

network structure which has an input layer, a hidden layer using radial basis acti-

vation functions for hidden neurons and an output layer[58], [74]. A typical RBF

neural network is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The parameters c and λ are centers and

standard deviations of radial basis activation functions. The Gaussian and multi-

quadratic functions are the most commonly used radial basis activation functions

in RBF neural networks. According to the universal approximation theorem for

RBF networks by Park and Sandberg [75], an RBF neural network with a sufficient

number of hidden neurons can approximate any given nonlinear function to any

degree of accuracy.
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Figure 2.3: A recurrent neural network (RNN) structure using three delays for
output feedback.

Both MLP and RBF belong to a general class of neural networks called feed-

forward networks, where the neural network accepts the input information sent to

input neurons and proceeds to produce the response at the output neurons. These

neural network structures cannot allow time-domain behaviors of a dynamic system

to be modeled. It is because that the outputs of a dynamic system depend not only

on the present inputs, but also on the history of the system states and inputs. In

order to model such behaviors, a recurrent neural network (RNN) structure with

feedback of delayed neural network outputs is described in [76]-[78], as shown in

Fig. 2.3. The feedforward network together with the delay and feedback mecha-

nisms results in a RNN structure. The feedforward network module in a RNN could

be any of the standard feedforward neural network structures (e.g., MLP, RBF).
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Figure 2.4: The structure of dynamic neural network.

While the RNN approach achieves a discrete time-domain model for nonlin-

ear microwave modeling problems, another specific type of neural network called

dynamic neural network (DNN) is described in [61], [62] to obtain models for con-

tinuous time-domain dynamic systems. The structure for a DNN is illustrated in

Fig. 2.4. The DNN model directly represents the dynamic input-output relation-

ship of the problem. The input-output signals and their time derivatives are related

through a feedforward network. Similar to RNN, the feedforward network module

in a DNN could be any of the standard feedforward neural network structures (e.g.,

MLP, RBF).
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2.2.2 Neural Network Model Development

A neural network cannot represent any RF/microwave device/circuit behavior unless

it is well trained with corresponding data. A systematic neural model development

process includes data generation, data scaling, training, validation, and testing.

Let x represent an n-vector containing the design parameters of a RF/microwave

device/circuit (e.g., gate voltage and drain voltage of an FET, width and length of

an EM structure). Let y represent an m-vector containing the response of the

device/circuit under consideration (i.e., drain current of an FET, or S-parameters

of an EM structure). The theoretical EM/physics relationship between inputs x

and outputs y can be represent by a neural network function fANN , formulated as

y = fANN(x,w) (2.1)

where w represents a vector containing all trainable neural network weights. A fast

and accurate neural model is developed by training the neural network function

fANN with a set of simulated/measured data called the training data. The training

data is denoted by input-output sample pairs {(xk,dk), k ∈ Tr}, where dk represents

the measured/simulated output data for the input xk, and Tr represents the index

set of training data.

For training purpose, an error function E(w) is defined as,

E(w) =
1

2

∑
k∈Tr

‖fANN(xk,w)− dk)‖2 (2.2)

The primary objective of neural network training is to adjust the weigh parameters
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w such that E(w) is minimized. Multiple training algorithms are developed for

RF/microwave neural modeling such as backpropagation [79], conjugate gradient

[80], Quasi-Newton [81], Levenberg-Marquardt [82], Genetic Algorithms [83] and

Simulated Annealing [84]. Once trained, an independent set of input-output sam-

ples, called test data, is used to test the accuracy of the neural network model.

Normally, the test data should be generated within the same input range as the

training data but contains the input-output samples which are never used in train-

ing stage. If both training and testing results are satisfied with the use desired

accuracy, the neural network model are well trained and can be used in circuit sim-

ulation and design optimization. A flow chart of neural network training, validation

and testing is shown in Fig. 2.5.

2.2.3 Automated Model Generation for Neural Network Mod-
els

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the overall neural model development in-

volves several subtasks like data generation, neural network selection, training and

testing. Conventionally, all these subtasks are manually carried out in a sequen-

tial manner independent of one another, which requires intensive human effort. To

improve modeling efficiency, an automated neural model development algorithm is

presented in [4] to integrates all subtasks in neural modeling into one unified task.

Starting with minimal amounts of training data and a three-layer MLP network,

automated model generation algorithm performs dynamic sampling and neural-

network structure adaptation (i.e., selection of the number of hidden neurons in
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Figure 2.5: The flowchart of neural network training, validation and testing.

the MLP). It uses an adaptive data sampling algorithm to automatically drive the

simulators to generate new data during training, and adjusts the neural-network

size (i.e., add more neurons in the hidden layer) based on the neural network train-

ing error. In this way, automated model generation algorithm effectively converts
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the heavy human workload into intensive computation by computer algorithm, thus

realizing the automation of microwave neural network modeling.

2.3 Knowledge-Based Neural Network Using Space

Mapping Concept

2.3.1 Knowledge-Based Neural Network

The knowledge-based neural network (KBNN) approach [8] is a modeling method

exploiting existing knowledge in the form of empirical or analytical approximations

models together with neural networks. This method enhances neural model accu-

racy, especially for the data not seen during training (generalization capability), and

reduces the need for a large amount of training data. The comprehensive structure

of the knowledge-based neural network is shown in Fig. 2.6.

In KBNN, the microwave knowledge is embedded as part of the neural network

internal structure. There are six layers in the KBNN structure, namely the input

layer, the knowledge layer, the boundary layer, the region layer, the normalized

region layer, and the output layer. The input layer accepts the external inputs to

the model. The knowledge layer is the place where microwave knowledge resides,

complementing the ability of learning and generalization of neural networks. The

boundary layer incorporates knowledge in the form of problem dependent boundary

functions. The region layer contains neurons for constructing regions from boundary

neurons. The normalized region layer contains rational function based neurons to

normalize the outputs of the region layer. The output layer consists of second-order

neurons combining knowledge neurons and normalized region neurons.
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Figure 2.6: Structure of a knowledge-based neural network [8].

The KBNN approach combines microwave empirical experience with the power

of learning of neural networks to develop faster and more accurate models. Extrap-

olation capability of the KBNN is also enhanced by embedding knowledge in the

model. Another microwave modeling and optimization technique with prior knowl-
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edge, using an advanced optimization concept named space mapping, is discussed

in next subsection.

2.3.2 Space Mapping Concept and Space-Mapped Neuro-
modeling

The space mapping technique was originally developed by Bandler et al. [85]. Space

mapping is a concept for circuit design and optimization, which combines the com-

putational efficiency of coarse models with the accuracy of fine models. The coarse

models are typically empirical functions or equivalent circuit models, which are com-

putationally very efficient, but often valid only in a limited range of input space,

beyond which the model predictions become inaccurate. On the other hand, de-

tailed or “fine” models can be provided by an EM simulator, or even by direct

measurements. The detailed models are very accurate, but can be expensive (e.g.,

CPU-intensive simulations). The space mapping technique establishes a mathe-

matical link between the coarse and the fine models and directs the bulk of the

CPU-intensive computations to the coarse model, while preserving the accuracy

offered by the fine model.

Let xc and xf represent the input parameters of the coarse and fine models, re-

spectively, and letRc(xc) andRf (xf ) represent the corresponding model responses.

Rc is much faster to calculate, but less accurate than Rf . The aim of space map-

ping is illustrated in Fig. 2.7, i.e., to find an appropriate mapping P from the fine

model input space xf to the coarse model input space xc

xc = P (xf ) (2.3)
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the aim of space mapping.

such that

Rc (P (xf )) ≈ Rf (xf ) . (2.4)

Once the mapping is found, the coarse model can be used for fast and accurate

simulations.

The space-mapped neural network approach was firstly proposed in [32] based

on the space mapping concept [85] in microwave optimization area. Recently, in-

novative schemes combining space mapping technology and neural network for mi-

crowave modeling are presented. The fundamental idea is to construct a nonlinear

multidimensional vector mapping function P from fine to coarse input space, or

from coarse to fine output space using one or more neural network. This can be

done in a variety of ways, to make better use of the coarse model information for

developing the neuromodel. The implicit knowledge in the coarse model not only

allows us to decrease the number of training data needed, but also to reduce the
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complexity of the neural model topology and to improve the generalization perfor-

mance. A number of papers cover different kinds of space mappings in the literature,

including input space mapping [86]-[88], frequency space mapping [89], and output

space mapping [90], [91]. In the following subsections, these different kinds of space

mappings are reviewed.

2.3.3 Input Space Mapping

The input space mapping method [88] establishes a mathematical link between the

design spaces of both the coarse model and the fine model. In microwave modeling,

the input space mapping is used to modify the values of the model inputs (e.g.,

the geometrical design parameters) to a different set of values to be supplied to the

coarse model, so that the modified coarse model response can match the fine model

response. The structure of a neural model with input mapping is illustrated in Fig.

2.8. Vectors xc and xf represent the design parameters of the coarse model and

the fine model, respectively, whose corresponding model responses are in vectors Rc

and Rf . Let ωc and ωf represent the frequency variable of the coarse model and

the fine model. The difference between the available coarse model and fine model

is used to train the corresponding neural network.

2.3.4 Frequency Space Mapping

For those cases where the shapes of the fine model and coarse model responses

are nearly identical, but shifted in frequency, the frequency mapped neuromodeling

technique [89] simulates the coarse model with the same values of inputs used by
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Figure 2.8: Structure of a neural model with input mapping.

the fine model, but at a different frequency to align both responses. The structure

of a neural model with frequency mapping is illustrated in Fig. 2.9.

2.3.5 Output Space Mapping

Output space mapping is a technique introduced to enhance the robustness of the

space mapping modeling process in case other space mappings cannot provide suf-

ficient matching with the EM data [92], [93]. Typically, output space mapping

improves the performance of the space-mapping algorithm when applied as an aux-

iliary mapping. If the range of the coarse model is substantially different from the
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Figure 2.9: Structure of a neural model with frequency mapping.

range of the fine model, output space mapping is practically mandatory to make

the space mapping algorithm perform reasonably well. The structure of a neural

model with output mapping is illustrated in Fig. 2.10.

2.4 Extrapolation Problem of Neural Network Model

In general, a neural network model, after being trained for a particular range of

data, is very good at representing the original problem within the training region.

However, outside this region, the accuracy of the model deteriorates very rapidly
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Figure 2.10: Structure of a neural model with output mapping.

because of saturation of the activation functions in the hidden layer of the neural

network structure. This creates limitations for use of neural models in iterative com-

putational loops such as EM optimization and harmonic balance (HB) simulation

where the range of the iterative variables may need to be larger than the neural

model training range. This is an important issue for microwave design involving

physical/geometrical design parameters and nonlinear circuit simulation. The poor

performance of conventional neural model outside the training range may mislead

the iterative process into slow convergence or even divergence.
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A variety of studies have been conducted on the extrapolation [9] of neural

networks, such as knowledge-based neural models [8], neural network model-level

extrapolation methods [10], [11], and neuron-level extrapolation method [12]. A

general review of the existing extrapolation methods on neural network modeling

will be presented in the following section.

2.5 Extrapolation Methods on Neural Network

Models

To address the extrapolation problem on neural network models, knowledge-based

neural network [8] use microwave empirical formulas with neural networks to help

model extrapolation. Mathematical extrapolation methods [10], [11] have been de-

veloped to address the issue when empirical models are not available for the mod-

eling problem. These model-level methods are based on the model and its deriva-

tive information at the boundary of the neural network training range in a multi-

dimensional input space. Recently, a simple neuron-level extrapolation method [12]

is presented to address the problem in case when the training boundaries are irreg-

ular.

2.5.1 Model-Level Extrapolation Method

The model-level extrapolation method was firstly developed in [11] to address the

task of using microwave neural models far beyond their training range. It develops a

training process to formulate a set of base points to represent a training region. An

adaptive base point selection method is developed to identify the most significant
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subset of base points upon any given values of model input. Combining quadratic

approximation [94], [95] with the information of the model at these base points

including both the input/output behavior and its derivatives, the model-level ex-

trapolation technique is able to reliably extrapolate the performance of the model

from training range to a much larger region.

Given inputs x, the model-level extrapolation technique will firstly search the

set of basis points to find several base points closest to x. Then a smooth quadratic

function will be used to best match the behavior of these base points, including both

the input/output behavior and their derivatives. A weighting matrix W is defined

to regulate the amount of influence of the base points. The quadratic approximation

using W is formulated as

W · F · Vp = W · r (2.5)

where Vp represents the parameters in quadratic function, and F , r represent the

input/output information and the derivatives, provided by the adjoint neural net-

work [96]. Least square method [95] is applied to solve (2.5). The computation of

the model-level extrapolation is illustrated in Fig. 2.11

The model-level extrapolation technique also has limitations. In microwave mod-

eling such as time-delay neural network for nonlinear transistor and power ampli-

fier modeling [97], the multi-dimensional training boundaries can be irregular or

unknown. In this case, existing model-level extrapolation technique becomes less

effective or complicated.
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Figure 2.11: Flow-chart of the model-level extrapolation [11]. This process is done
during the use of trained neural models.

2.5.2 Neuron-Level Extrapolation Method

Recently, a simple and effective neuron-level extrapolation method [12] is presented

to address the problem in case when the training boundaries are irregular. It detects
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the necessity of extrapolation inside each hidden neuron and performs extrapola-

tion using a modified neuron activation function. It simplifies the problem into a

combination of several one-dimensional 1st order extrapolations along the neuron

switch directions of a set of hidden neurons. This method is easy to implement.

Let σ(γi) represent the neuron activation function, e.g., sigmoid function [1], for

the ith hidden neuron. Let γi be the one-dimensional input variable for the switch

function of the ith hidden neuron. The neuron-level extrapolation method first

evaluates the switch variable γi from all training samples and obtain the minimum

and maximum of γi, i.e., γimin and γimax. The modified neuron activation function

with extrapolation is

zi =


σ (γimin) + σ (γimin) · (1− σ (γimin)) · (γi − γimin) , if γi < γimin

σ (γi) , if γimin 6 γi 6 γimax

σ (γimax) + σ (γimax) · (1− σ (γimax)) · (γi − γimax) , if γi > γimax

(2.6)

where the term σ ·(1− σ) is the derivative of the function, i.e., the sigmoid function.

Fig. 2.12 illustrates the neuron-level extrapolation for the ith hidden neuron of the

neural network. If the neural network has only one input, the effective range of the

extrapolation is equal to that of the 1st order Taylor expansion at the boundary

of the training range. If the neural network has multiple inputs, the neuron-level

extrapolation technique simplifies the problem into a combination of several one-

dimensional 1st order extrapolations along the neuron switch directions of a set fo

hidden neurons.
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of the neuron-level extrapolation technique [12] for a hidden
neuron. The saturation region outside training range is replaced by the linear
approximation extended from the γ-boundary of the hidden neuron.

The existing neuron-level extrapolation technique [12] works well in low dimen-

sions or with few hidden neurons. With increased dimension or increased number

of hidden neurons, the hidden neuron switch directions (along which extrapolations

are made) are not always aligned well with the normal directions of the training

boundaries in the input space, affecting the quality of extrapolation.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, existing neural network based methods for microwave modeling and

design are reviewed. The basic concepts of neural network methods, i.e., neural
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network structure and neural network model development, have been discussed.

Automated neural model generation technique and knowledge-based neural network

using space mapping concept, which are relevant to this thesis work, have been

reviewed. The knowledge-based neural network has been discussed as an advanced

type of neural networks with prior knowledge as part of internal neural network

structure. Space mapping methods such as input space mapping, frequency space

mapping and output space mapping combine space mapping technology and neural

network for microwave modeling to improve model accuracy and modeling efficiency.

Further, extrapolation problem of neural network model and recent extrapolation

methods on neural network model such as the model-level extrapolation method

and neuron-level extrapolation method are also reviewed. In the next chapter, an

advanced automated knowledge-based neural network modeling algorithm with a

new adaptive sampling method for microwave applications is proposed.
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Chapter 3

Automated Neural Modeling
Algorithm with A New Adaptive
Sampling Technique

This chapter describes an automated knowledge-based neural network modeling

algorithm with a new adaptive sampling technique. In this chapter, automated

model generation (AMG) method is extended from generating pure neural network

models to generating knowledge-based neural network models for the first time.

Knowledge-based models have been demonstrated in the existing literature to use

less data over pure neural network models while maintaining good accuracy. The

proposed method automates data generation, determination of data distribution,

model structure adaptation, and model training in a systematic framework. A new

adaptive sampling technique incorporating efficient interpolation approaches is pro-

posed to make the automated modeling process much faster. The proposed method

can further reduce the number of training data, shorten the model development time

over existing automated model generation methods and existing knowledge-based
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modeling methods, and ensure the accuracy of the final model at the same time.

The algorithm is demonstrated through a microwave modeling example.

3.1 Introduction

In neural network modeling, more training data usually leads to better model accu-

racy. Two types of advanced approaches, i.e., automated model generation (AMG)

[4] and knowledge-based neural network modeling [8], have been presented in the

literature where good model accuracy can be achieved with less training data. In [4],

multilayer perceptron (MLP) modeling technique with adaptive sampling algorithm

was introduced to turn the conventional manual modeling process into the AMG

process. However, in the existing literature, the knowledge-based model develop-

ment is typically a manual process. The number of training data, the distribution

of data in the input space and the size of the NN are generally unknown and usually

determined by experience.

In this chapter, an advanced algorithm to automate the process of developing

knowledge-based models with a new sampling technique for microwave applications

is proposed. It integrates all the subtasks in generating a knowledge-based model

like initial optimization, unit mapping, data generation, model structure adapta-

tion, training and testing into a unified framework. The proposed algorithm applies

adaptive sampling to knowledge-based modeling, and an efficient interpolation ap-

proach is added into the AMG process, avoiding training intermediate models, fur-

ther speeding up model development. Therefore, the number of training data and

their distribution in the input space are automatically determined by the algorithm.
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It uses less training data, shorter model development time than existing automated

model generation techniques and existing knowledge-based manual training meth-

ods.

3.2 Proposed Automated Neural Modeling Algo-

rithm with A New Adaptive Sampling Tech-

nique

3.2.1 Proposed Model Structure

While the model structure in existing AMG algorithms [4], [14] is a pure neural

network, i.e., the 3-layer MLP, the knowledge-based model structure used in our

proposed algorithm is formulated using space mapping concept [3], [32] shown in

Fig. 3.1.

Let x represent an input vector containing physical parameters of a microwave

device, and y represent a vector of the knowledge-based model outputs. The input

mapping function is realized by the MLP in the knowledge-based model. We define

ω to represent the frequency input, and xE to represent the outputs of the MLP.

The inputs of the empirical model are

z =
[
xTE ω

]T
=
[
fmap1 (x,wmap1)

T ω
]T

(3.1)

In the form of input mapping, the knowledge-based model can be described by the
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Figure 3.1: The knowledge-based model used in the proposed algorithm. It con-
sists of an MLP fmap1(x,wmap1) as the input mapping and an empirical model
fE (z,wE).

relationship between inputs and outputs as

y = f
([

xT ω
]T

,w
)

= fE (z,wE)

= fE

([
fmap1 (x,wmap1)

T ω
]T

,wE

) (3.2)

where f , fE and fmap1 represent the entire knowledge-based model, the empirical

model and the input space mapping MLP, respectively. wE is a vector of parameters

in the empirical model, wmap1 is a vector of weights in the input space mapping

MLP, and w is a vector combining wE and wmap1. The MLP modifies the inputs of

the empirical model, so that the outputs of the knowledge-based model match the
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training data. Compared to pure neural network models, knowledge-based models

can achieve good accuracy with less training data [8].

3.2.2 Proposed Adaptive Sampling Process

For the proposed algorithm, we use four sets of data, i.e., unit-mapping set M ,

training set L, testing set V and interpolation set I. Unlike existing AMG algo-

rithms which use only training and testing data, unit-mapping data is used in our

proposed algorithm to initialize the input space mapping MLP and provide good

starting point before training the model. Interpolation data is used to create local

models in subregions of the model input space to assess the adequacy of training

data during training process.

The proposed algorithm is carried out in a stage-wise manner and the algorithm

regards the original input space as one region at first. If the test error in the region

is large, the region would be divided and new data are generated. In each stage,

the algorithm compares the test error in each subregion. The subregion with the

maximum test error is chosen as the worst region. Then the worst region would be

further divided into 2n new subregions in the next stage. In order to avoid training

intermediate neural networks in each stage, we propose to evaluate the test error of

various subregions using interpolation approaches during each stage of AMG [14].

Different subregions have different interpolations. In this way, we take advantage

of availability of training data to produce localized interpolation function, avoiding

the training of neural network during intermediate stages of AMG, and speeding up

model development. Neural network training is performed only during the last few
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stages of AMG.

3.2.3 Proposed Automated Neural Modeling Method with
A New Adaptive Sampling Technique

The proposed algorithm is carried out in a stage-wise manner. In the first stage,

the existing empirical model is optimized, so that the model could approximate the

training data as much as possible. The solution of this first optimization is

w∗E = arg min
wE

∑
z(a)∈L

(
1

2

∥∥fE (z(a),wE

)
− d(a)

∥∥2) (3.3)

where z(a) is the ath sample of model inputs in the initial training data set L, and

d(a) is the corresponding sample of model outputs in the training data.

The algorithm then performs the second optimization, i.e., the unit mapping,

formulated as the training of fmap1 (x,wmap1) with wmap1 as variables, such that for

various samples of x

x = fmap1 (x,w) (3.4)

In this way, the entire knowledge-based model equals the empirical model at the

beginning of the next training process. In subsequent stages, the algorithm performs

adaptive data generation and MLP structure adaptation. The training error Ek
train

during the kth stage of the automated knowledge-based model development process

is

Ek
train (wmap1) =

∑
[x(a)T ω(a)]

T
∈L

1

2

∥∥∥∥∥fE
([
fmap1

(
x(a)T ,wmap1

)T
ω(a)

]T
,w∗E

)
− d(a)

∥∥∥∥∥
2


(3.5)
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where
[
x(a)T ω(a)

]T
is the ath sample of model inputs in the training data set L.

The tst error Ek
test is defined similarly to (3.5) except that the set L is replaced

by V . The interpolation error Ek
In is computed similarly as (3.5) except that L is

replaced by I and fE is replaced by interpolation formulas [14].

Let Ed represent user-desired model accuracy (test error). In the first few stages,

we use interpolation error Ek
In to replace training error Ek

train, to avoid training

the intermediate knowledge-based model and shorten the training time. If Ek
In >

Ed, the knowledge-based model is detected as over-learning, and more data will

be generated in the next stage. Interpolation error Ek
In is used to estimate the

location of the most nonlinear subregion (where Ek
In is high) in the input space.

New data from this subregion will be generated, and data sets L and V are updated.

The training process proceeds stage by stage. In each stage, the remaining most

nonlinear subregion is identified and corresponding training and testing data are

generated. The interpolation error reduces stage by stage and data generation

stops when Ek
In in all subregions are below required error criteria.

By creating training samples only where data is mostly needed, the proposed

algorithm uses data more effectively than manual knowledge-based model training

where grid data is typically used. In other words, the proposed method can sample

data densely in highly nonlinear subregions, and sparsely in smooth subregions

of the modeling input space. In this way, the proposed algorithm can achieve

good accuracy with less training data than manual knowledge-based model training.

On the other hand, with the incorporation of knowledge, our proposed knowledge-

based automated model generation algorithm uses less training data than existing
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automated model generation methods.

Next, the algorithm enters into neural network training and the model size ad-

justment stage. It performs the third type of optimization, i.e., training of the

knowledge-based model with input space mapping MLP weights wmap1 as variables.

If Ek
train > Ed, the knowledge-based model is detected as under-learning, and more

hidden neurons will be added into the input space mapping MLP structure to give

the MLP more freedom to achieve better mapping of the empirical model towards

training data. Otherwise, if Ek
test < Ed and Ek

train < Ed, the knowledge-based

model is detected as good-learning, and the number of hidden neurons in the MLP

structure will be reduced to get a more compact MLP structure. The goal of the

algorithm is to automatically carry out stage-wise knowledge-based model devel-

opment process until Ek
test < Ed is achieved with fewest hidden neurons in MLP

structure.

In the last stage, the algorithm performs the fourth type of optimization. The

entire knowledge-based model including both the empirical part and the MLP part

is optimized to refine the final modeling result. The optimization is formulated as

w∗ = arg min
w

∑
[x(a)T ω(a)]

T
∈L

(
1

2

∥∥∥∥f ([x(a)T ω(a)
]T
,w

)
− d(a)

∥∥∥∥2
)

(3.6)

A flowchart of the proposed algorithm for automated knowledge-based model

development is shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the proposed automated knowledge-based model generation
algorithm. H1 represents the number of hidden neurons.

3.2.4 Discussion

If the quality of the empirical model is high, the final knowledge-based model can

be achieved with less data and fewer hidden neurons. If the quality of the empiri-

cal model is low, more data and more hidden neurons are needed to get successful

results. The knowledge-based model structure in this chapter is based on input-
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mapping concept. In next chapter, we expand the automated model generation

approach to other types of knowledge-based model structures, such as output map-

ping and frequency mapping.

3.3 Application Example - Automated Neural Mod-

eling for a Bandpass High-Temperature Su-

perconducting (HTS) Microstrip Filter

In this example, we develop a parametric knowledge-based model of a high-temperature

superconducting (HTS) quarter-wave parallel coupled-line microstrip filter [32]. The

model inputs are x = [L1, L2, L3, S1, S2, S3]
T , where L1, L2 and L3 are the lengths

of the parallel coupled-line sections and S1, S2 and S3 are the gaps between the

sections.

The user-desired input space is bounded by L1 = 172.3 to 182.9 mil, L2 = 186.6

to 198.1 mil, L3 = 173.1 to 183.8 mil, S1 = 19.5 to 23.8 mil, S2 = 78.4 to 95.8 mil

and S3 = 74.7 to 91.2 mil. The frequency range is from 3.8 to 4.2 GHz. The model

outputs are y = [|S11| , |S21|]T .

Training data is generated using CST Microwave Studio. Compared to a similar

example in [14], a denser mesh for EM simulation is used here. Our program

automatically drives CST to read input samples, execute EM simulation and return

EM simulation results. When a subregion is defined, the proposed algorithm can

automatically drive CST to generate new training data wherever needed. The

empirical model is an equivalent circuit consisting of six coupled microstrip lines

[32]. We use C++ to program and incorporate the equivalent circuit of the bandpass
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filter in the NeuroModelerPlus. The equivalent circuit alone cannot match EM data

to achieve required accuracy especially if geometrical parameters vary. Therefore,

the equivalent circuit is combined with MLP to form the entire knowledge-based

model.

For comparison purpose, we perform MLP manual training, knowledge-based

model manual training, existing MLP automated model generation algorithm and

proposed knowledge-based automated model generation algorithm. These four mod-

els are all further tested with the same set of test samples. The results are listed

in Table 3.1 and shown in Fig. 3.3. In manual methods, the models are manually

trained several times with different number of hidden neurons, and the model meet-

ing the desired accuracy with fewest hidden neurons is selected. In manual methods,

the CPU time includes data generation time, training time and testing time. The

proposed algorithm costs 27.6 h to achieve a knowledge-based model with 0.83%

error.

The results show that because of the addition of equivalent circuit, knowledge-

based modeling techniques can achieve better accuracy than MLP modeling with

same amount of training data. Table I also illustrates that automated model gen-

eration algorithms use less data and takes less time than manual training because

of the adaptive sampling process.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, an automated neural modeling algorithm with a new adaptive sam-

pling technique is proposed. Combining the advantages of both knowledge-based
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Table 3.1: Comparisons Between Proposed Knowledge-Based Model Automated
Generation Algorithm (AMG) and Existing Algorithms for the Bandpass Filter
Example

Model Development
Method

No. of Hidden
Neurons

No. of Training
Data

Test Error CPU Time

Equivalent Circuit / / 7.66% /
MLP Manual 33 4096 1.53% 147h

Knowledge-Based
Manual

13 4096 0.90% 138h

Knowledge-Based
Manual

13 2304 1.15% 90h

MLP AMG 33 1394 1.22% 55.2h
Knowledge-Based

AMG
13 729 0.83% 27.6h

techniques and automated model generation methods, our proposed knowledge-

based automated model generation algorithm provides further reduction of data

over existing automated model generation method and knowledge-based manual

training. It uses least amount of training data and shortest time to obtain the most

accurate and most compact model among all the four neural modeling techniques
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Figure 3.3: The modeling result of the bandpass filter at two different sets of
geometrical values (a) x = [175.0, 189.5, 181.1, 20.5, 91.5, 78.8]T and (b) x =
[180.3, 195.3, 175.7, 22.7, 82.8, 82.9]T . The behaviors of the equivalent circuit are
added as references.
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Chapter 4

A Unified Automated Parametric
Modeling Algorithm Using
Knowledge-Based Neural Network
and l1 Optimization

Knowledge-based neural network modeling techniques using space-mapping concept

have been demonstrated in the previous chapter and other existing literature as ef-

ficient methods to overcome the accuracy limitations of empirical/equivalent circuit

models when matching new electromagnetic (EM) data. For different modeling

problems, the mapping structures can be different. In this chapter, we present a

unified automated model generation algorithm which uses l1 optimization to au-

tomatically determine the type and the topology of the mapping structure in a

knowledge-based neural network model. By encompassing various types of map-

pings of knowledge-based neural network model in existing literature, we present a

new unified model structure and derive new sensitivity formulas for the training of

the unified model. The proposed l1 formulation of modeling can force some weights
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of the mapping neural networks to zeros while leaving other weights as non-zeros.

We utilize this feature to allow l1 optimization to automatically determine which

mapping is necessary and which mapping is unnecessary. Using the proposed l1

optimization method, the mapping structure can be determined to address different

needs of different modeling problems. The structure of the final knowledge-based

model can be flexible combinations of some or all of linear mapping, nonlinear map-

ping, input mapping, frequency mapping and output mapping. In this way, the

presented algorithm is more systematic and can further speed up the knowledge-

based modeling process than existing knowledge-based modeling algorithms. The

presented method is illustrated by three microwave filter modeling examples.

4.1 Introduction

ANNs learn EM data through the training process and the trained neural networks

are then used as fast and accurate models for efficient high-level circuit and sys-

tem design. In microwave modeling area, knowledge-based neural network modeling

approaches using space-mapping concept [8], [20], [32] have been described in the

literature for obtaining a better model with limited data. The idea of knowledge-

based model is to exploit existing knowledge in the form of empirical or equivalent

circuit models together with neural networks to develop a faster and more accurate

model. For microwave design, there exists many empirical or equivalent circuit mod-

els which are computationally efficient and widely used in practical design. However,

such models are often valid only in a limited parameter range, beyond which the

model predictions become inaccurate. As with the space mapping concept, the em-
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pirical/equivalent circuit models are considered as “coarse model” [87], [98] and the

EM data is considered as “fine data”. The space mapping technique is developed to

use linear mappings to establish a mathematical link between the coarse model and

the fine data [87], [98], and to obtain a faster and more accurate model. However,

when the modeling range becomes large, linear mappings only are not enough. The

neural networks are used to provide nonlinear computation approach to bridge the

gap between the empirical/equivalent circuit model and the new EM simulation

data [32]. This is achieved with space mapping concept by using neural networks to

represent the nonlinear mappings between the empirical/equivalent circuit model

and the EM data. Extrapolation capability is also enhanced because of the em-

bedded knowledge in the model [8]. For simplicity and convenience of the ongoing

descriptions, we will use the term “empirical model” to imply the empirical and/or

equivalent circuit models in the subsequent part of this chapter.

By taking advantage of the vast set of empirical models already available, space

mapping-based neural network models decrease the number of EM simulations for

training, improve model accuracy and generalization ability, and reduce the com-

plexity of the ANN topology with respect to the classical neural network modeling

approach [32], [85]. A number of papers cover different kinds of space mapping,

including input space mapping [85], [86], frequency space mapping [89] and output

space mapping [90]. Input space mapping is used to modify the values of the geo-

metrical design variables to a different set of values to be supplied to the empirical

model, so that the modified empirical model response can match the EM simulation

data [87], [88]. For those cases where the shapes of the EM simulation and the em-
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pirical model response are nearly identical, but shifted in frequency, the frequency

space map-ping is used to align both responses [89]. Output space mapping is used

to enhance the robustness of the modeling process in case other space mappings

cannot provide sufficient matching with the EM data [90], [91]. Any of these three

mappings can be either linear or nonlinear. For simple modeling problems within a

small geometrical parameter range, linear mappings [98], [99] are used to obtain a

good match be-tween the model and the training data. For complicated modeling

problems within a large geometrical parameter range, nonlinear mappings [100] are

necessary in order to obtain an accurate model.

Several approaches for the structure selection of the knowledge-based model

are described in the existing literature [13], [14], [99], [101]. In [99], both input

and output space mappings are used in the knowledge-based model for microwave

device optimization. However, all the mappings in [99] are linear mappings, and the

decision about whether to use input map-ping or output mapping is made manually

with the designer’s knowledge of the problem and engineering experience. The

method in [101] uses genetic algorithm to find suitable combinations of the mapping

structure and the empirical model, but it cannot distinguish between linear mapping

and nonlinear mapping.

In [4], automated model generation method is described to automate the struc-

ture selection process of the pure neural network modeling. In previous chapter,

automated model generation method is expanded from generating pure neural net-

work models to generating knowledge-based models. It integrates all the subtasks

in generating a knowledge-based model into one framework and further reduces the
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number of training data required. However, the structure of the knowledge-based

model in previous chapter is fixed at a pre-determined structure and the automated

algorithm is more focused on the automation of data sampling process. The model

structure in previous chapter is a combination of an empirical model and a nonlinear

input mapping which is realized by a three-layer MLP neural network. However,

the selection of different mapping structures is not addressed in previous chapter.

For some complicated EM modeling problems, input mapping only may not be good

enough to achieve an accurate model. On the other hand, for some simple model-

ing problems, a nonlinear input mapping is redundant and only one simple linear

mapping may be good enough to meet the accuracy requirement.

Different mapping structures should be needed for different modeling problems.

The mapping structure depends on many factors, such as the complexity of the

specific modeling problem, the quality of the empirical model, and the modeling

range of geometrical parameters. For example, for a given set of EM data, different

empirical models may need different mapping structures. For another example, if

an empirical model is to be mapped to different sets of EM data with different

ranges of geometrical parameters, the mapping structures in the final model must

be different. Since the mapping structure is problem-dependent, the development

of the automated model structure adaptation algorithm is very important.

Most recently, preliminary work for a relatively flexible automated model struc-

ture adaptation method for knowledge-based model development is described in [16].

It takes both input and output mapping, linear and nonlinear mapping into consid-

eration during the modeling process. The final knowledge-based model can be any
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combination of the empirical model and the mapping neural networks. However,

when determining the mapping structure, the algorithm is based on a brute force

sequential trial and error mechanism, first trying input mapping and then output

mapping, first trying linear mapping and then nonlinear mapping. It compares var-

ious combinations of mappings and finds a suitable knowledge-based neural network

model. The process involves many trial and error computation steps and is usually

time-consuming.

In this chapter, we describe a more elegant and unified automated model struc-

ture adaptation algorithm for knowledge-based parametric modeling. The presented

technique is a substantial advance over [16]. We present a new formulation using l1

optimization to automatically determine all the mappings in the knowledge-based

model. We present an extended and unified model structure to encompass various

types of mappings. New sensitivity formulas for the training of the unified model are

also presented and derived in this chapter. The use of the l1 optimization, based

on its theoretical properties [102], [103], is a critical part of the presented train-

ing algorithm and optimization process. The l1 optimization has the distinctive

property for feature selection within the training process. At the end of l1 optimiza-

tion, some weights in the mapping neural networks are zeros while others remain

non-zeros. Zero weights mean that the corresponding parts of the mapping can be

ignored and deleted. Using this property, we formulate l1 optimization solutions to

indicate whether a mapping is linear or nonlinear, and whether a mapping should

be input mapping, frequency mapping or output mapping. Compared to traditional

knowledge-based models with fixed mapping structure, the presented method can
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automatically adjust the mapping structure to achieve an accurate model with the

most suitable and compact structure. Compared to existing literature on model

structure selection method, our presented method is a more systematic technique

and can further speed up the process of developing a knowledge-based neural net-

work model.

4.2 Proposed Unified Knowledge-Based Model Struc-

ture

Let x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]T represent a vector of the inputs of the presented knowledge-

based model. We define n as the number of the model inputs. x contains the physi-

cal geometrical parameters of a microwave device, such as the length and the width

of an EM structure. Let y = [y1, y2, · · · , ym]T represent a vector of the outputs of

the knowledge-based neural network model, such as S-parameters. We define m as

the number of the model outputs. Empirical models often exist to represent the re-

lationship between x and y. However, the accuracy of the empirical model is usually

limited, especially when the values of the EM geometrical parameters change. The

mapping method using neural networks is utilized to address the situation when an

existing empirical model cannot fit the new EM data well. The mapping structures

are affected by many factors and the determination of the mapping structures is

not straight forward. In [16], the knowledge-based model structure combines the

empirical model with one input mapping, one frequency mapping and one output

mapping. The three mappings can be either a two-layer MLP or a three-layer MLP,

which represents linear mapping or nonlinear mapping respectively. In this chapter,
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we present a new unified knowledge-based model structure which is expanded from

[16]. This is done by expanding the mapping neural network from MLP to include

an additional direct connection between the input layer and the output layer of the

neural network. This structure is a composite two-layer and three-layer MLP, which

allows the neural network to have explicit linear/nonlinear mapping. Thus, the pre-

sented unified model has three mixed linear and nonlinear mapping neural networks

which are the input mapping, the frequency mapping and the output mapping. The

structure of the presented unified knowledge-based model is shown in Fig. 4.1.

We define the various symbols needed to represent various aspects of the map-

ping structure, modeling and the training. Let fmap1, fmap2 and fmap3 represent

the mapping functions for input mapping, frequency mapping and output map-

ping, respectively. Each mapping function is a neural network. Let H1, H2 and

H3 represent the number of hidden neurons in fmap1, fmap2 and fmap3 respectively.

We define umap1, umap2 and umap3 as vectors of the weights for the presented di-

rect connections between the input neurons and output neurons in the input map-

ping fmap1, frequency mapping fmap2 and output mapping fmap3 respectively. Let

u = [uTmap1 u
T
map2 u

T
map3]

T be defined as a vector containing all weights for the

presented direct connections between the input neurons and output neurons in all

mapping neural networks. We define tmap1, tmap2 and tmap3 as vectors of the weights

between the input neurons and hidden neurons in fmap1, fmap2 and fmap3 respec-

tively. We also define vmap1, vmap2 and vmap3 as vectors of the weights between

the hidden neurons and output neurons in fmap1, fmap2 and fmap3 respectively. Let

v = [vTmap1 v
T
map2 v

T
map3]

T be defined as a vector containing all weights between the
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Figure 4.1: Proposed unified knowledge-based model structure. It combines the
empirical model with three mapping neural networks. Each mapping neural network
contains linear mapping and nonlinear mapping.
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hidden neurons and output neurons in all mapping neural networks. Therefore, in

our presented unified model structure, the weights in u represent the linear mapping

weights and the weights in v represent the nonlinear mapping weights.

We define xE = [xE1, xE2, · · · , xEn]T , ωE and yE = [yE1, yE2, · · · , yEn]T as the

geometrical inputs, the frequency input and the outputs of the empirical model,

respectively. The empirical model is represented as

yE = fE
(
[xTE ωE]T ,wE

)
(4.1)

where wE is a vector of parameters in the empirical model. Various empirical

models have been developed in the past. They are computationally efficient but the

accuracy is limited when matching new EM data. In other words, if we directly

supply the geometrical parameter values x to the empirical model, the outputs of

the empirical model may not sufficiently match the outputs y of the EM data, i.e.,

y 6= fE
(
[xT ω]T ,wE

)
(4.2)

The proposed method addresses the problem when the existing empirical model

cannot fit the new EM data well. We use mappings to alter the relationship be-

tween x and y, therefore altering the model. The input mapping is used to modify

the values of the geometrical parameters to a new set of values to be supplied to the

empirical model. The purpose to modify (map) the values of the geometrical param-

eters is to make the subsequent response of the empirical model better match the

EM simulation data. x represent the original values of the geometrical parameters

and xE represent the modified values of the geometrical parameters to be supplied
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to the empirical model. Because the relationship between x and xE is unknown, we

use a neural network to represent this relationship, i.e., the input mapping function.

In the presented algorithm, the input mapping neural network, which has N input

neurons and N output neurons, is defined as

xE = fmap1(x,wmap1) (4.3)

where wmap1 = [uTmap1 t
T
map1 v

T
map1]

T represents the weights in the input mapping

neural network fmap1 The presented algorithm determines the structure of the input

mapping, whether linear or nonlinear, or no mapping. Here we formulate the inter-

nal structure of the input mapping neural network to include linear and nonlinear

mappings as follows. The ith output of the input mapping is computed as

fmap1,i =
n∑
j=0

(umap1,ij · xj) +

H1∑
k=0

(vmap1,ik · zmap1,k), i = 1, 2, · · · , n (4.4a)

zmap1,k =


σ

(
n∑
j=0

tmap1,kj · xj

)
, k 6= 0

1, k = 0

(4.4b)

x0 = 1 (4.4c)

where zmap1,k is defined as the output of the kth hidden neuron of the input map-

ping neural network. To accommodate the convenient representation of the bias

parameters in neural networks, we assume the fictitious neurons in the input map-

ping as x0 and zmap1,0 [1]. σ(·) is the sigmoid function. umap1,ij, vmap1,ik and tmap1,kj

represent the connection weight between the jth input neuron and the ith output

neuron, the weight between the kth hidden neuron and the ith output neuron, and
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the weight between the jth input neuron and the kth hidden neuron of the input

mapping neural network, respectively. umap1,ij represents the linear mapping weight

and vmap1,ik represents the nonlinear mapping weight in the input mapping neural

network. In this way, the presented input mapping can encompass linear mapping,

nonlinear mapping or no mapping by one neural network.

The frequency mapping is usually used for those cases where a shift in frequency

exists between the empirical model response and the EM data. The presented

algorithm determines the structure of the frequency mapping, whether linear or

nonlinear, or no mapping. The internal structure of the frequency mapping neural

network, which has one input neuron and one output neuron, is defined as

ωE = fmap2(ω, wmap2)

= fmap2(ω, [uTmap2 t
T
map2 v

T
map2]

T )

=
1∑
b=0

(umap2,1b · ωb) +

H2∑
c=0

(vmap2,1c · zmap2,c)

(4.5a)

zmap2,c =


σ

(
1∑
b=0

tmap2,cb · ωb
)
, c 6= 0

1, c = 0

(4.5b)

ω0 = 1 (4.5c)

where wmap2 = [uTmap2 t
T
map2 v

T
map2]

T represents the weights in the frequency map-

ping neural network fmap2. zmap2,c is defined as the output of the cth hidden neuron

of the frequency mapping neural network. In order to accommodate the convenient

representation of the bias parameters in neural networks, we assume the fictitious

neurons in the frequency mapping as ω0 and zmap2,0 [1]. umap2,1b, vmap2,1c and tmap2,cb
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represent the connection weight between the ath input neuron and the output neu-

ron, the weight between the cth hidden neuron and the output neuron, and the

weight between the bth input neuron and the cth hidden neuron of the frequency

mapping neural network, respectively. umap2,1b represents the linear mapping weight

and vmap2,1c represents the nonlinear mapping weight in the frequency mapping

neural network. Therefore, the presented frequency mapping can encompass linear

mapping, nonlinear mapping or no mapping by one neural network.

The output mapping is used to enhance the robustness of the modeling process.

In the presented method, the output mapping neural network, which has M inputs

and M outputs, is defined as

y = fmap3(yE,wmap3) (4.6)

where wmap3 = [uTmap3 t
T
map3 v

T
map3]

T represents the weights in the output mapping

neural network fmap3. Similarly as (4.4a) and (4.5a), here we formulate the internal

structure of the output mapping neural network to include linear and nonlinear

mappings as follows. The rth output of the output mapping is computed as

fmap3,r =
m∑
p=0

(umap3,rp · yE,p) +

H3∑
q=0

(vmap3,rq · zmap3,q), r = 1, 2, · · · ,m (4.7a)

zmap3,q =


σ

(
m∑
p=0

tmap3,qp · yE,p
)
, q 6= 0

1, q = 0

(4.7b)

yE,0 = 1 (4.7c)

where zmap3,q is defined as the output of the qth hidden neuron of the output map-
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ping neural network. To accommodate the convenient representation of the bias

parameters in neural networks, we assume the fictitious neurons in the output map-

ping as yE,0 and zmap3,0 [1]. umap3,rp, vmap3,rq and tmap3,qp represent the connection

weight between the pth input neuron and the rth output neuron, the weight between

the qth hidden neuron and the rth output neuron, and the weight between the pth

input neuron and the qth hidden neuron of the output mapping neural network, re-

spectively. umap3,rp represents the linear mapping weight and vmap3,rq represents the

nonlinear mapping weight in the output mapping neural network. In this way, the

output mapping can encompass linear mapping, nonlinear mapping, or no mapping

by one neural network.

We define w = [wT
map1 w

T
map2 w

T
map3]

T as a vector containing all the neural net-

work weights which are treated as optimization variables during the training process.

Combining all the mappings with the empirical model, the overall relationship be-

tween x and y, i.e., between the inputs and outputs of the overall model, can be

represented as

y = fmap3(yE, wmap3)

= fmap3

(
fE

([
xTE ωE

]T
,wE

)
,wmap3

)
= fmap3

(
fE

([
fTmap1(x,wmap1) fmap2(ω,wmap2)

]T
,wE

)
,wmap3

)
.

(4.8)

This input and output relationship depends on not only the empirical model, but

also the various mappings. Therefore, changing the mappings (including changing

the mapping structure and changing the values of neural network weights in the

mappings) will allow us to change the model.
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This unified knowledge-based model includes all cases of mappings, which are

no mapping, linear mapping and nonlinear mapping for each of input mapping,

frequency mapping and output mapping. Usually, a modeling problem with a small

range of geometrical parameters needs linear mappings and a modeling problem

with a large range of geometrical parameters needs nonlinear mappings. However,

a quantitative decision of when to use linear mapping or when to use nonlinear

mapping is problem-dependent and is unknown in advance. The input mapping,

frequency mapping and output mapping are not necessarily all linear or all nonlinear.

They can be different combinations of linear and nonlinear functions because they

have different effects on the modeling behavior.

Existing automated model structure adaptation techniques for knowledge-based

model development use a brute force sequential trial and error mechanism to try

different combinations of space mapping structures and compare to determine the

most suitable knowledge-based neural network structure. Here we utilize the new

unified knowledge-based model structure and present a new training method to

automatically determine the mapping structure in the final model.

4.3 Proposed Automated Model Generation Al-

gorithm Using l1 Optimization

4.3.1 Proposed Training Method with l1 Optimization

In order to train the model, we generate training data. We define the training data

as pairs of
(
x(a),d(a)

)
, a = 1, 2, · · · , NL, where d(a) is a vector containing the desired

outputs of the overall knowledge-based neural network model for the ath training
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sample x(a), and NL is the total number of training samples. For training purpose,

the error function E(w) in the existing knowledge-based neural network literature

e.g., [1], is denoted as

E(w) =

NL∑
a=1

(
1

2

∥∥y(x(a),w)− d(a)
∥∥2) (4.9)

which represents the difference between the model outputs and the EM data outputs

over all the training samples.

In the presented method, we perform model training with l1 optimization. The

training process is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the presented algorithm

determines whether to use linear mapping or nonlinear mapping in various parts of

the model. In the second stage, the algorithm determines whether a linear mapping,

if exists, can be removed or not. After these two stages, the presented method

automatically produces the mapping structure of the knowledge-based model for

the modeling problem.

For the first stage, we present a new formulation of the error function for training.

We add the l1 norms of the neural network weights between hidden neurons and

output neurons to the traditional training error function in (4.9). The new training
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error function in the first stage of the training process is formulated as

E1
train(w) =

NL∑
a=1

(
1

2

∥∥y(x(a),w)− d(a)
∥∥2)

+
n∑
i=1

H1∑
k=0

λ1map1,ik |vmap1,ik|

+

H2∑
c=0

λ1map2,1c |vmap2,1c|

+
m∑
r=1

H3∑
q=0

λ1map3,rq |vmap3,rq|

(4.10)

where λ1map1,ik, λ
1
map2,1n and λ1map3,rq are all non-negative constants during the first

stage training process. The training problem of the first stage is to minimize the

training error by adjusting w and force as many nonlinear mapping weights in v to

zeros as possible.

The use of the l1 norm as compared to the other lp norms with p > 1 has the

distinctive property that some large components of nonlinear mapping weight vector

v can be ignored during the optimization process [102], [103], i.e., at the solution

there may well be a few nonlinear mapping weights v’s which are non-zeros while

others are zeros. This means that, the important components of nonlinear mapping

weight vector v can be automatically selected by the l1 norm. The robustness of

the l1 optimization in dealing with large components of nonlinear mapping weight

vector v is the result of a mathematical property related to the necessary conditions

for optimality [104]. The solution of the first stage training is usually situated at

a point where one or more of the v’s equal zero while some large v’s are in effect

ignored completely by optimization process.
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The formulation in (4.10) has two properties. The purpose of the first part in

the error function is to optimize the model to match the training data. By adding

the remaining parts to the error function, we penalize the error function for any

large values of the nonlinear mapping weights in v. Since the l1 norm is used, one

or a few large v’s are still allowed. In this way, the model optimization can get

good training accuracy as well as many v’s to zeros. After the first stage training,

the nonzero v’s represent the selected nonlinear mapping function and nonlinear

mapping structure. If some of the nonlinear mapping weights v’s are non-zeros, the

mapping is nonlinear mapping; if all nonlinear mapping weights v’s are zeros, the

nonlinear mapping can be deleted, and the remaining mapping structure is linear

mapping. In this way, the presented algorithm automatically detects and determines

whether to use linear mapping or nonlinear mapping.

We have three mapping neural networks in our presented knowledge-based model

and each mapping neural network can be linear or nonlinear. If all these three

mappings remain nonlinear mappings after the first stage training, the algorithm

will stop. Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds to the second stage of the training

process. The three mappings in the first stage solution can be all linear, or all

nonlinear, or a mixture of some linear and some nonlinear. For the linear mapping,

we present to further retrain the neural network weights during the second stage

of training process. For the nonlinear mapping, the neural network weights are set

as constants during the second stage training. In the second stage of the training

process, our presented algorithm determines whether the linear mappings of the

first stage training solution can be further simplified into unit mapping or not. Unit
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mapping means the values of the variables before mapping and after mapping are

the same. If a mapping is unit mapping, it means this mapping is unnecessary and

can be removed. Therefore, the second stage of the training process can determine

whether a linear mapping is needed or not. The presented l1 training error function

in the second stage is formulated as

E2
train(u) =

NL∑
a=1

(
1

2

∥∥y(x(a),w)− d(a)
∥∥2)

+
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=0,j 6=i

λ2map1,ij |umap1,ij|

+
n∑
i=1

λ2map1,ii |umap1,ii − 1|

+ λ2map2,10 |umap2,10|+ λ2map2,11 |umap2,11 − 1|

+
m∑
r=1

m∑
p=0,p6=r

λ2map3,rp |umap3,rp|

+
m∑
r=1

λ2map3,rr |umap3,rr − 1|

(4.11)

where λ2map1,ij, λ
2
map2,10, λ

2
map2,11 and λ2map3,rp are all non-negative constants during

the second stage training process. λ2map1,ij are set to be zeros if the input mapping is

nonlinear mapping. Similarly, λ2map2,10 and λ2map2,11 (or λ2map3,rp) are set to be zeros

if the frequency mapping (or the output mapping) is nonlinear mapping. In the

second stage training solution, if umap1,ij = 0, i 6= j

umap1,ij = 1, i = j
(4.12)
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the input mapping is unit mapping, i.e.,

xE = x (4.13)

which means the input mapping is not needed in the final knowledge-based model.

Similarly, if  umap2,10 = 0

umap2,11 = 1
(4.14)

it means the frequency mapping is not needed in the final model. If umap3,rp = 0, r 6= p

umap3,rp = 1, r = p
(4.15)

the output mapping is unit mapping which means the output mapping is not needed

in the final model. Otherwise, the linear mappings are necessary in the final model.

In this way, the presented algorithm can automatically determine whether a map-

ping is needed or not.

4.3.2 Proposed Computation of the Error Derivatives in the
Proposed Training Method with l1 Optimization

During the training process, the derivatives of the error functions in (4.10) and

(4.11) with respect to the weights in all three mapping neural networks are needed.

Due to the complexity of the presented unified model covering all possibilities of

mappings, the brute force derivation for derivatives of the presented model structure

is complicated. Here we present a simple and elegant approach based on the back

propagation (BP) concept for MLP [79], extended to our unified knowledge-based
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structure and l1 training error function. We define the error at the output of the

overall model as

∆yr
(a) = yr

(a) − dr(a) (4.16)

which represents the difference between the rth model output and the EM data

output of the ath sample. Then the presented BP algorithm will start from ∆yr
(a)

and propagate this error backwards from the outputs of the output mapping neural

network through the hidden layer of the output mapping to the inputs of the output

mapping. Let ∆zmap3,q be defined as the BP error back propagated from the output

layer of the output mapping to the qth hidden neuron of the output mapping. The

calculation of ∆zmap3,q can be derived as

∆zmap3,q =
m∑
r=1

[
∆yr

(a) · vmap3,rq · zmap3,q · (1− zmap3,q)
]

(4.17)

where ∆yr
(a) is the solution from (4.16).

The error BP continues from the output mapping to the empirical model. Let

∆yE,p be defined as the BP error at the pth output of the empirical model. The

calculation of ∆yE,p can be derived as

∆yE,p =
m∑
r=1

(
∆y(a)r · umap3,rp

)
+

H3∑
q=0

(∆zmap3,q · tmap3,qp) (4.18)

where ∆yr
(a) and ∆zmap3,q are the solutions from (4.16) and (4.17), respectively.

Then the error BP continues from the empirical model to the output layer of

the input mapping. Let ∆xE,i be defined as the BP error at the output of the input
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mapping neural network, which can be derived as

∆xE,i =
m∑
p=1

(
∆yE,p ·

∂yE,p
∂xE,i

)
(4.19)

where ∆yE,p is the solution from (4.18). Let ∆zmap1,k be defined as the BP error

back propagated from the output layer of the input mapping to the hidden neuron

of the input mapping. The calculation of ∆zmap1,k can be derived as

∆zmap1,k =
n∑
i=1

[∆xE,i · vmap1,ik · zmap1,k · (1− zmap1,k)] (4.20)

where ∆xE,i is the solution from (4.19).

The error BP also continues from the empirical model to the output layer of

the frequency mapping. Let ∆ωE be defined as the BP error at the output of the

frequency mapping neural network. It can be derived as

∆ωE =
m∑
p=1

(
∆yE,p ·

∂yE,p
∂ωE

)
(4.21)

where ∆yE,p is the solution from (4.18). Let ∆zmap2,c be defined as the BP error

back propagated from the output layer of the frequency mapping to the hidden

neuron of the frequency mapping. The calculation of ∆zmap2,c can be derived as

∆zmap2,c = ∆ωE · v(map2,)1c · zmap2,c · (1− zmap2,c) (4.22)

where ∆ωE is the solution from (4.21).

After finishing the error BP process, the presented training algorithm starts

to calculate the derivatives of the training error with respect to the weights of

the three mapping neural networks. Even though the unified model structure is
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complicated, the final result of the sensitivity formula is surprisingly simple and

elegant as described next. For the first stage of the training process, the error

derivatives with respect to the weights in the output mapping can be derived as

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (umap3,rp)
= ∆y(a)r · yE,p (4.23a)

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (vmap3,rq)
= ∆y(a)r · zmap3,q ± λ1map3,rq (4.23b)

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (tmap3,qp)
= ∆zmap3,q · yE,p. (4.23c)

If vmap3,rq ≥ 0, the “±” symbol in (4.23b) is replaced by the “+” symbol, oth-

erwise is replaced by the “−” symbol. For the neural network weights in the input

mapping, the error derivatives can be derived as

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (umap1,ij)
= ∆xE,i · xj (4.24a)

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (vmap1,ik)
= ∆xE,i · zmap1,k ± λ1map1,ik (4.24b)

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (tmap1,kj)
= ∆zmap1,k · xj. (4.24c)

If vmap1,ik ≥ 0, the “±” symbol in (4.24b) is replaced by the “+” symbol, other-

wise is replaced by the “−” symbol. For the neural network weights in the frequency

mapping, the error derivatives can be derived as

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (umap2,1b)
= ∆ωE · ωb (4.25a)

∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (vmap2,1c)
= ∆ωE · zmap2,c ± λ1map2,1c (4.25b)
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∂ (E1
train)

(a)

∂ (tmap2,cb)
= ∆zmap2,c · ωb. (4.25c)

If vmap2,1c ≥ 0, the “±” symbol in (4.25b) is replaced by the “+” symbol, other-

wise is replaced by the “−” symbol.

For the second stage of the training process, the error derivatives with respect

to the linear weights (i.e., umap3,rp) in the output mapping can be derived as

∂ (E2
train)

(a)

∂ (umap3,rp)
= ∆y(a)r · yE,p ± λ2map3,rp. (4.26)

If umap3,rp ≥ 0, the “±” symbol in (4.26) is replaced by the “+” symbol, otherwise

is replaced by the “−” symbol. For the linear neural network weights (i.e., umap1,ij)

in the input mapping, the error derivatives can be derived as

∂ (E2
train)

(a)

∂ (umap1,ij)
= ∆xE,i · xj ± λ2map1,ij. (4.27)

If umap1,ij ≥ 0, the “±” symbol in (4.27) is replaced by the “+” symbol, otherwise

is replaced by the “−” symbol. For the linear neural network weights (i.e., umap2,1m)

in the frequency mapping, the error derivatives can be derived as

∂ (E2
train)

(a)

∂ (umap2,1m)
= ∆ωE · ωm ± λ2map2,1m. (4.28)

If umap2,1m ≥ 0, the “±” symbol in (4.28) is replaced by the “+” symbol, other-

wise is replaced by the “−” symbol.

Using above derivative information for training, the pro-posed algorithm pro-

ceeds to find a training solution which determines the mapping structure. In the

presented algorithm, we do not need to manually determine whether the mappings
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are linear or nonlinear, whether an input, frequency or output mapping is needed

or not. The model structure can be automatically determined by training with l1

optimization. The nonzero v’s represent the selected nonlinear mapping function

and nonlinear mapping structure. If the nonlinear mapping weights v’s are non-

zeros, the mapping is nonlinear mapping; if the nonlinear mapping weights v’s are

all zeros, the mapping is linear mapping. The nonzero linear mapping coefficients

u’s represent the selected linear mapping.

4.3.3 Simple Illustration Examples of the Mapping Type
for One Mapping Neural Network

We take the input mapping as an example. If
umap1,ij = 0, i 6= j

umap1,ij = 1, i = j

vmap1 = 0

(4.29)

the input mapping function (4.4a) is simplified as

fmap1,i = xj, i = j = 1, 2, · · · , N (4.30)

which means the input mapping is unit mapping and there is no need for the input

mapping in the final model.

If  umap1,ij 6= 0, i 6= j

vmap1 = 0
(4.31)
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the input mapping function (4.4a) is simplified as

fmap1,i =
n∑
j=0

umap1,ijxj, i = 1, 2, · · · , n (4.32)

which means the input mapping fmap1 is linear mapping.

If

vmap1 6= 0 (4.33)

the input mapping function fmap1 is nonlinear mapping.

The determinations for the frequency mapping and the output mapping neural

networks are similar to that for the input mapping. In this way, the presented

algorithm uses l1 optimization to automatically obtain a most suitable knowledge-

based model.

4.3.4 Simple Illustration Examples of the Overall Model
Structure Including Various Mappings

In this subsection, we show several examples of different model structures to illus-

trate that the final model can be various combinations of mapping neural networks

after using optimization to obtain the knowledge-based model.

1) Model Structure Example 1: If after l1 optimization, the nonlinear input

mapping weights vmap1 6= 0, the nonlinear frequency mapping weights vmap2 = 0, the

linear frequency mapping weights umap2,10 = 0, umap2,11 = 1, the nonlinear output

mapping weights vmap3 = 0, and the linear output mapping weights umap3,rp =
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0, (r 6= p), umap3,rp = 1, (r = p), (4.8) will be simplified as

y = fE

([
fTmap1 (x,wmap1) ω

]T
,wE

)
(4.34)

which means the final knowledge-based model has only a nonlinear input mapping.

There is no need for frequency mapping and no need for output mapping in the

final model.

2) Model Structure Example 2: If the nonlinear input mapping weights vmap1 6=

0, the nonlinear frequency mapping weights vmap2 6= 0, the nonlinear output map-

ping weights vmap3 = 0, and the linear output mapping weights umap3,rp = 0, (r 6=

p), umap3,rp = 1, (r = p), the final model will have a nonlinear input mapping and

a nonlinear frequency mapping. There is no need for output mapping in the final

model. Then (4.8) will be simplified as

y = fE

([
fTmap1 (x,wmap1) fmap2 (ω,wmap2)

]T
,wE

)
. (4.35)

3) Model Structure Example 3: If the nonlinear input mapping weights vmap1 6=

0, the nonlinear frequency mapping weights vmap2 = 0, the linear frequency mapping

weights umap2,10 6= 0, umap2,11 6= 1, and the nonlinear output mapping weights

vmap3 6= 0, the final model will contain a nonlinear input mapping, a linear frequency

mapping and a nonlinear output mapping. Then the model will be

y = fmap3

(
fE

([
fTmap1 (x,wmap1) fmap2 (ω,wmap2)

]T
,wE

)
,wmap3

)
. (4.36)

Using l1 optimization, the presented method can automatically determine the

combination of input mapping, frequency mapping and output mapping. Each
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mapping can be linear or nonlinear mapping or no mapping.

4.3.5 Proposed Automated Modeling Algorithm

The presented unified automated modeling algorithm uses the training method with

l1 optimization to train a unified knowledge-based model structure, forcing the

model to determine the type and topology of space mapping structure automatically.

The testing error Etest (w∗) is defined as

Etest (w∗) =

NV∑
b=1

(
1

2

∥∥y(x(b),w∗)− d(b)
∥∥2) (4.37)

where w∗ is the optimal solution after the training process containing the weight

parameters of all the mapping neural networks. d(b) represents the testing data

output of the bth input sample x(b) and NV represents the number of testing data.

We define Ed as the user-defined threshold. During the first stage of the training

process, once Etest ≤ Ed is detected, the algorithm checks the values of the trained

nonlinear mapping weights v in all three mapping neural networks. If all three

mappings are nonlinear mappings, the algorithm stops. Otherwise, the algorithm

proceeds to the second stage of the training process to determine whether the linear

mapping is needed or not. The algorithm will retrain the weights in the linear

mapping until Etest ≤ Ed is achieved again.

The presented algorithm can be summarized as follows.

Step 1) Perform EM simulation to generate training and testing data using Designed

of Experiments (DoE) sampling method [105].

Step 2) Optimize the existing empirical model to make the model approximate the
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training data as much as possible.

Step 3) Test the optimized empirical model. If the empirical model satisfies the accu-

racy requirement, which means the empirical model is good enough, stop the

modeling process. Else, we add mappings to the empirical model to improve

the model in subsequent steps.

Step 4) Create initial mapping neural networks fmap1, fmap2 and fmap3 with five hidden

neurons in each neural network, and initialize the weight parameters of the

mapping neural networks.

Step 5) Perform the first stage training with l1 optimization, using the training error

function in (4.10) to determine whether the mappings are linear or nonlinear.

Step 6) Test the model. If Etrain > Ed, the model is detected as under-learning [13];

add one more hidden neuron and go back to Step 5). Else if Etrain ≤ Ed

and Etest > Ed, the model is detected as over-learning [13]; delete one hidden

neuron in the nonlinear neural networks and go back to Step 5). Else, go to

Step 7).

Step 7) If vmap1 6= 0,vmap2 6= 0 and vmap3 6= 0, all mappings are nonlinear and all

mapping weights in the neural networks are determined. Stop the modeling

process. Else, at least one mapping is linear. Set the neural network weights

in the nonlinear mappings as constants, and leave the neural network weights

in the linear mappings as variables. Perform the second stage training with l1

optimization until Etest ≤ Ed, using the training error function in (4.11).
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the proposed unified automated knowledge-based neu-
ral network modeling method using l1 optimization.

Step 8) If one or more linear mappings are unit mapping, which means the linear

mappings are unnecessary, delete the unnecessary linear mappings and per-

form refinement training to fine-tune the overall model until Etest ≤ Ed. Then

stop the modeling process. Else, the linear mappings are needed in the final

model. Stop the modeling process.

Fig. 4.2 shows the flow diagram of our presented unified automated modeling

algorithm using knowledge-based neural network and l1 optimization.
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4.3.6 Discussion

λ1map1,ik, λ
1
map2,1c, λ

1
map3,rq in (4.10) and λ2map1,ij, λ

2
map2,11, λ

2
map3,rp in (4.11) are user-

defined factors. The values of these factors are either zero or non-zero. Zero λ’s

mean the l1 norms of the corresponding parameters in the mapping neural network

are not included in the training error functions. Non-zero λ’s mean that large values

in the corresponding parameters of the mapping neural network are penalized using

l1 optimization. For non-zero λ’s, we use 10 as the default value. In (4.10), if

the values of the λ’s are large, the training process will emphasize more on forcing

as many v’s to zeros as possible, while emphasize less on optimizing the model to

match the training data. On the other hand, if the values of the λ’s in (4.10) are

small but not equal to zero, the training error of the model will tend to be small

but we cannot guarantee that the values of v’s in the model are as small as possible.

The λ’s in (4.11) work in similar way as those in (4.10).

An important difference between the presented method and the previous auto-

mated modeling method [4] is that our algorithm finds best knowledge-based models

while the previous method produces pure neural network models. Knowledge-based

models have better extrapolation capability than pure neural network models as

originally demonstrated in [8]. By using the knowledge-based model formulation in

this chapter, the presented training method enables the extrapolation capability of

the models.

This chapter focuses on proposing a computational method for parametric mod-

eling to represent the change of EM behavior versus the change in geometrical

parameters. We perform validation by using independent EM data which are never
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used in training of the model. For validation of EM simulation data including

measurement validation, we refer to existing works such as [106] and [107].

4.4 Application Examples

4.4.1 Parametric Modeling of Two-Section Low-Pass Ellip-
tic Microstrip Filter

In this example, we develop a knowledge-based parametric model for a two-section

low-pass elliptic microstrip filter [40], [108], [109], as shown in Fig. 4.3. The training

and testing data are obtained from EM simulator CST Microwave Studio using DoE

sampling method [105]. In Fig. 4.3, H is the thickness of the alumina substrate

and εr is the dielectric constant of the substrate. H = 0.508 mm and εr = 9.4.

The geometrical input parameters of the model are x = [L1 L2 Lc1 Lc2 Wc Gc]
T ,

chosen based on the sensitivity data of the above low-pass elliptic filter example.

The model output is the magnitude of S21. The existing empirical model is the

equivalent circuit for the low-pass filter using simple transmission lines, which is

shown in Fig. 4.4 [86], [99]. We build our empirical model using formulas based

on Keysight Advanced Design System (ADS) [109], [110]. After optimization, the

empirical model still cannot satisfy the accuracy requirement, therefore we proceed

to add mappings using our presented method. NeuroModelerPlus software is used to

drive EM simulators for data generation, program the empirical model, implement

unified mapping structures and perform the knowledge-based model training and

testing. The new training error functions in (4.10) and (4.11) are implemented

through Huber functions in NeuroModelerPlus. The values of λ1map1,ik, λ
1
map2,1c and
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Figure 4.3: Low-pass elliptic microstrip filter example: EM simulation for data
generation.

λ1map3,rq in (4.10) are set to be 10.

For comparison purposes, we develop knowledge-based models for two different

cases. The range of the geometrical parameters for Case 1 is small, while the range

of the geometrical parameters for Case 2 is large. These two user-desired modeling

ranges are shown in Table 4.1. We set the testing error threshold for this modeling

example as 2%.

The modeling results are listed in Table 4.2 and shown in Fig. 4.5. For Case

1, after using l1 optimization, a linear input map-ping is good enough to obtain

an accurate knowledge-based model with about 2% testing error. The values of

λ2map1,ij, λ
2
map2,10, λ

2
map2,11 and λ2map3,rp in (4.11) are equal to 10. All nonlinear map-
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Figure 4.4: Low-pass elliptic microstrip filter example: the empirical model.

ping weights vmap1,vmap2 and vmap3 in mapping neural networks are almost zeros in

the final knowledge-based model, therefore all mappings in the final model are linear

mappings. Besides, the frequency mapping and output mapping are unit mapping,

which means frequency mapping and output mapping are not needed. This result is

consistent with our observation that since the range of the modeling space is small,

a linear mapping is sufficient.

For Case 2, we also perform l1 optimization during the model development.

After l1 optimization, the nonlinear mapping weights vmap1 and vmap2 of the input

mapping and frequency mapping are non-zeros and the nonlinear mapping weights

vmap3 of the output mapping are zeros. The values of λ2map1,ij, λ
2
map2,10 and λ2map2,11 in

(4.11) are equal to 0, while the values of λ2map3,rp in (4.11) are equal to 10. Besides,

the output mapping is unit mapping. This modeling result means the presented
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Table 4.1: Training Data and Testing Data for Parametric Modeling of the Low-Pass
Filter Example

Input
Training Data Testing Data

Min Max Min Max
Case 1

L1 (mm) 1.14 1.24 1.15 1.23
L2 (mm) 3.3 3.5 3.31 3.49
Lc1 (mm) 4.06 4.26 4.07 4.25
Lc2 (mm) 1.14 1.24 1.15 1.23
Wc (mm) 0.16 0.2 0.165 0.195
Gc (mm) 0.05 0.07 0.052 0.069

Freq (GHz) 1 4 1 4
Case 2

L1 (mm) 1.02 1.27 1.03 1.26
L2 (mm) 3.18 3.68 3.2 3.65
Lc1 (mm) 3.94 4.44 3.96 4.42
Lc2 (mm) 1.0 1.27 1.02 1.25
Wc (mm) 0.15 0.25 0.16 0.24
Gc (mm) 0.05 0.09 0.053 0.085

Freq (GHz) 1 4 1 4

Table 4.2: Comparison of the Modeling Results for Low-Pass Filter with Two Dif-
ferent Modeling Ranges

Case 1 Case 2

Mapping Structure of
the Final Model

Linear input mapping
Nonlinear input map-

ping + Nonlinear
frequency mapping

No. of Training Data 81*101 81*101
No. of Testing Data 64*101 64*101

Training Error 1.89% 1.63%
Testing Error 1.92% 1.97%

algorithm with optimization automatically chooses a nonlinear input mapping and

a nonlinear frequency mapping to map the difference between the empirical model
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Figure 4.5: Low-pass elliptic microstrip filter example: modeling results at four dif-
ferent geometrical values (a) x = [1.15, 3.49, 4.25, 1.16, 0.18, 0.06]T , (b) x =
[1.23, 3.47, 4.08, 1.17, 0.19, 0.069]T , (c) x = [1.03, 3.52, 4.29, 1.22, 0.23,
0.058]T and (d) x = [1.13, 3.46, 4.35, 1.10, 0.21, 0.06]T . The solid line, “o” and

“x” in the figures represent the EM simulation data, the empirical model response
and the presented model response, respectively.

and EM simulation. The output mapping is not needed. For Case 2, we have also

generated another set of testing data which is beyond the training range to test the

presented model, i.e., L1: 0.96 − 1.32 mm, L2: 3.05 − 3.81 mm, Lc1: 3.81 − 4.32
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mm, Lc2: 0.96 − 1.32 mm, Wc: 0.12 − 0.28 mm and Gc: 0.045 − 0.096 mm. The

testing error is 2.35% which means the presented model also has reasonable accuracy

beyond the training range because of the embedded knowledge in the model. From

these two modeling examples in Case 1 and Case 2, it is demonstrated that the

presented algorithm uses l1 optimization to determine whether to use linear mapping

or nonlinear mapping for the specific modeling problem and determine the types of

mapping structures automatically.

We compare the modeling results using existing brute force knowledge-based

modeling algorithm and the presented automated model generation algorithm, shown

in Table 4.3. In the brute force knowledge-based modeling method, we have to try

different mapping structures in order to choose an accurate knowledge-based model.

Here Table 4.3 shows only some examples of the trials in the existing brute force

modeling algorithm. In reality, the number of the possible combinations of the map-

pings in a knowledge-based model is more than that listed in Table 4.3. We also

compare the modeling time between the existing method in [16] and our presented

method, as shown in Table 4.4. The presented method increases the modeling ef-

ficiency and develops the model in a shorter time than the brute force modeling

approaches.

To further compare between the model produced by the presented method and

the fixed structured model, we consider a fixed model structure where all neural

network mappings are nonlinear (refer to as “three nonlinear mapping structure”).

We use less training data to develop models for Case 1 and Case 2. The results are

shown in Table 4.5. The testing error of the model with three nonlinear mappings
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Table 4.3: Comparison Between the Model from the Proposed Automated Model-
ing Method and the Models from Existing Brute Force Modeling Algorithms with
Different Combinations of Mappings for the Low-Pass Filter Modeling Problem

Model Structure
Testing Error

Case 1 Case 2
Optimal Model Structure by

Proposed Method:
Empirical Model + Linear

Input Mapping

1.92% /

Optimal Model Structure by
Proposed Method:

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping + Nonlinear

Frequency Mapping

/ 1.97%

Empirical Model Alone 16.43% 14.33%
Empirical Model + Linear Input

Mapping
1.92% 2.38%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping

1.88% 2.04%

Empirical Model + Linear
Output Mapping

24.95% 13.80%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Output Mapping

7.73% 9.10%

Empirical Model + Linear Input
Mapping + Linear Frequency

Mapping + Linear Output
Mapping

1.89% 2.17%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping + Nonlinear

Frequency Mapping + Nonlin-
ear Output Mapping

1.85% 1.96%

is larger than that of the presented model, and cannot satisfy the user-desired

accuracy. In this situation, the status of training the model with three nonlinear
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Table 4.4: Comparison of the Modleing Time for Low-Pass Filter Using the Existing
Method in [16] and the Proposed Method

Case 1 Case 2
Existing Method in [16] 4.5 h 4.3 h

Propose Method 3.3 h 3.35 h

Table 4.5: Comparison of the Modeling Results for Low-Pass Filter Using the Three
Nonlinear Mapping Structure and the Proposed Method with Two Different Mod-
eling Ranges

Case 1 Case 2

Mapping Structure of
the Final Model

3 non-
linear

mappings
(fixed)

Linear
input

mapping
(pro-

posed)

3 non-
linear

mappings
(fixed)

Nonlin-
ear input
mapping

(pro-
posed)

No. of Training Data 49*101 49*101
No. of Testing Data 64*101 64*101

Training Error 1.21% 1.45% 1.87% 1.74%
Testing Error 2.82% 1.92% 2.43% 1.98%

mappings is over-learning. More training data are needed to obtain an accurate

model satisfying the user-desired accuracy. Because the presented algorithm with l1

optimization forces the model to be as simple as possible while preserving accuracy,

less data are needed by the presented method to develop the knowledge-based model.

Therefore, the presented technique is more efficient than simply choosing three

nonlinear mappings when the number of training data is limited. In addition, the

model produced by the presented method is simpler and more compact than the

model with three nonlinear mappings. The resulting compact model is easier to use

and easier to be incorporated into circuit simulators.
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4.4.2 Parametric Modeling of Bandpass HTS Microstrip
Filter

Consider the parametric modeling of an HTS quarterwave parallel coupled-line mi-

crostrip filter [40], [89], [90], illustrated in Fig. 4.6. In the figure, L1, L2 and L3

are the lengths of the parallel coupled-line sections, and S1, S2 and S3 are the gaps

between the sections. L0 is the length of the input and output transmission line

feeding the coupled line filter. The width W = 0.635 mm is assumed to be the same

for all the sections. A lanthanum-aluminate substrate with thickness H = 0.508

mm and dielectric constant εr = 23.425 is used.

The model input variables x = [L1 L2 L3 S1 S2 S3]
T for this example are chosen

based on the sensitivity data and the model output is the magnitude of S21. The

testing error criteria for this modeling example is 4%. Training and testing data

generation is performed by CST Microwave Studio EM simulator using DoE sam-

pling method [105]. We build the empirical model using formulas based on Keysight

ADS [110], [111], shown in Fig. 4.7 [90]. After the optimization of the empirical

model, the error is still beyond our threshold. Therefore we proceed to add map-

pings using our presented method. The values of λ1map1,ik, λ
1
map2,1c and λ1map3,rq in

(4.10) are set to be 10.

We develop knowledge-based bandpass filter models for two different sets of

geometrical parameter ranges, shown in Table 4.6. For Case 1, the range of the

geometrical parameters is small, while the range of the geometrical parameters for

Case 2 is large. The modeling results are listed in Table 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 shows the

comparison of the empirical model, the presented knowledge-based model and the
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Figure 4.6: Bandpass HTS microstrip filter example: EM simulation for data gen-
eration.

EM simulation at four different sets of geometrical values.

For Case 1, the modeling range is relatively small. We perform l1 optimiza-

tion to develop the model. After l1 optimization, the nonlinear mapping weights

vmap1,vmap2 and vmap3 are almost zeros, which means all mappings are linear map-

ping. The values of λ2map1,ij, λ
2
map2,10, λ

2
map2,11 and λ2map3,rp in (4.11) are equal to

10. Besides, the linear frequency mapping and the linear output mapping are unit

mapping, which means these two mappings are not needed. Therefore, the pre-

sented algorithm with l1 optimization uses only a linear input mapping to obtain
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Figure 4.7: Bandpass HTS microstrip filter example: the empirical model.

a knowledge-based model which meets the user-desired accuracy. This final model

structure from l1 optimization is consistent with observation that a linear mapping

is sufficient for the modeling problem with a relatively small modeling range.

For Case 2, after l1 optimization, the nonlinear weights vmap2 of the frequency

mapping are all zeros while vmap1 and vmap3 in the input mapping and output map-

ping are non-zeros. Therefore the final model contains a nonlinear input mapping,

a linear frequency mapping and a nonlinear output mapping. The values of λ2map1,ij

and λ2map3,rp in (4.11) are equal to 0, while the values of λ2map2,10 and λ2map2,11 in (4.11)

are equal to 10. For Case 2, we have also generated another set of testing data which

is beyond the training range to test the presented model, i.e., L1: 4.47− 5.08 mm,

L2: 4.72− 5.33 mm, L3: 4.47− 5.08 mm, S1: 0.44− 0.58 mm, S2: 1.72− 2.03 mm

and S3: 1.98− 2.29 mm. The testing error is 5.54% which means the extrapolation

capability of the presented model is reasonable because of the embedded knowledge
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Table 4.6: Training Data and Testing Data for Parametric Modeling of the Bandpass
Filter Example

Input
Training Data Testing Data

Min Max Min Max
Case 1

L1 (mm) 4.56 4.78 4.58 4.76
L2 (mm) 4.82 5.03 4.84 5.01
L3 (mm) 4.57 4.78 4.58 4.76
S1 (mm) 0.4 0.6 0.41 0.59
S2 (mm) 2.03 2.24 2.04 2.22
S3 (mm) 2.28 2.48 2.3 2.47

Freq (GHz) 3.8 4.2 3.8 4.2
Case 2

L1 (mm) 4.57 4.98 4.6 4.95
L2 (mm) 4.82 5.23 4.85 5.2
L3 (mm) 4.57 4.98 4.6 4.95
S1 (mm) 0.46 0.54 0.47 0.53
S2 (mm) 1.78 1.98 1.79 1.97
S3 (mm) 2.03 2.24 2.04 2.22

Freq (GHz) 3.8 4.2 3.8 4.2

Table 4.7: Comparison of the Modeling Results for Bandpass Filter with Two Dif-
ferent Modeling Ranges

Case 1 Case 2

Mapping Structure of
the Final Model

Linear input mapping

Nonlinear input map-
ping + Linear fre-
quency mapping +
Nonlinear output

mapping
No. of Training Data 81*101 81*101
No. of Testing Data 64*101 64*101

Training Error 4.13% 3.87%
Testing Error 3.96% 3.87%
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Figure 4.8: Bandpass HTS microstrip filter example: modeling results at four
different geometrical values (a) x = [4.58, 4.86, 4.61, 0.47, 2.12, 2.4]T , (b) x =
[4.76, 5.0, 4.64, 0.42, 2.12, 2.45]T , (c) x = [4.65, 4.9, 4.6, 0.5, 1.97, 2.1]T and
(d) x = [4.8, 5.0, 4.9, 0.47, 1.96, 2.12]T . The solid line, “o” and “x” in the figures
represent the EM simulation data, the empirical model response and the presented
model response, respectively.

in the model. The model structure in Case 2 is more complicated than that in Case

1, which is consistent with the fact that the modeling range is larger and the nonlin-

earity of the space mapping is stronger for Case 2 than for Case 1. The comparison
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of the modeling results between the existing brute force knowledge-based modeling

methods and the presented automated modeling algorithm is listed in Table 4.8. In

reality, the number of the possible combinations of the mappings in a knowledge-

based model is more than that listed in Table 4.8. We also compare the modeling

time between the existing method in [16] and our presented method, as shown in

Table 4.9.

The modeling results illustrate that our presented automated knowledge-based

model generation algorithm with l1 optimization has the ability to distinguish the

linearity of specific modeling example. For different modeling examples, it can

develop knowledge-based models with different mapping structures. The final model

is forced to be as compact as possible by l1 optimization property to force as many

weights to zeros as possible. In addition, the first part in the l1 error function makes

the final model satisfy the user-required accuracy at the same time. Our presented

algorithm increases the modeling efficiency and reduces the modeling time compared

with the existing method.

4.4.3 Parametric Modeling of Bandstop Microstrip Filter
with Open Stubs

The third example is the parametric model development for a bandstop microstrip

filter with quarter-wave resonant open stubs [40], [90], [98], illustrated in Fig. 4.9. In

the figure, L1 and L2 are the open stub lengths, and W1 and W2 are the open stub

widths. L0 is the interconnecting transmission line length between the two open

stubs. W0 is the width of a 50 Ω feeding line and W0 = 0.635 mm. An alumina
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Table 4.8: Comparison Between the Model from the Proposed Automated Model-
ing Method and the Models from Existing Brute Force Modeling Algorithms with
Different Combinations of Mappings for the Bandpass Filter Modeling Problem

Model Structure
Testing Error

Case 1 Case 2
Optimal Model Structure by

Proposed Method:
Empirical Model + Linear

Input Mapping

3.96% /

Optimal Model Structure by
Proposed Method:

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping + Linear

Frequency Mapping + Non-
linear Output Mapping

/ 3.87%

Empirical Model Alone 9.43% 12.11%
Empirical Model + Linear Input

Mapping
3.96% 9.16%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping

4.06% 4.66%

Empirical Model + Linear
Output Mapping

9.25% 11.91%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Output Mapping

9.02% 11.59%

Empirical Model + Linear Input
Mapping + Linear Frequency

Mapping + Linear Output
Mapping

3.94% 6.24%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping + Nonlinear

Frequency Mapping + Nonlin-
ear Output Mapping

3.87% 3.48%
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Table 4.9: Comparison of the Modeling Time for Bandpass Filter Using the Existing
Method in [16] and the Proposed Method

Case 1 Case 2
Existing Method in [16] 6.5 h 6.75 h

Propose Method 4.32 h 5.03 h

Figure 4.9: Bandstop microstrip filter example: EM simulation for data generation.

substrate with thickness of H = 0.635 mm and dielectric constant εr = 9.4 is used.

The input variables of the model x = [W1 W2 L0 L1 L2]
T are chosen based on

the sensitivity data. The model output is the magnitude of S21. Data generation

is performed by CST Microwave Studio EM simulator using DoE sampling method
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Figure 4.10: Bandstop microstrip filter example: the empirical model.

[105]. The empirical model is the equivalent circuit for the bandstop filter using

simple transmission lines, which is shown in Fig. 4.10 [90]. We build our empirical

model using formulas based on Keysight ADS [110]. The testing error threshold for

this bandstop model is set as 2%. After the optimization of the empirical model,

the error is still beyond our threshold. Therefore we proceed to add mappings using

our presented method. The values of λ1map1,ik, λ
1
map2,1c and λ1map3,rq in (4.10) are set

to be 10. By using l1 optimization, the presented method can force the weights

of the unnecessary mappings to zeros. Therefore we can remove the unnecessary

mappings and produce the most compact mapping structure for the final knowledge-

based model to satisfy the accuracy requirement.

For comparison, we develop knowledge-based models for two different sets of

geometrical parameter ranges using l1 optimization, as shown in Table 4.10. For

Case 1, the range of the geometrical parameters is small, while the range of the
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Table 4.10: Training Data and Testing Data for Parametric Modeling of the Band-
stop Filter Example

Input
Training Data Testing Data

Min Max Min Max
Case 1

W1 (mm) 0.15 0.19 0.155 0.185
W2 (mm) 0.23 0.27 0.232 0.268
L0 (mm) 2.54 3.35 2.59 3.3
L1 (mm) 2.54 3.35 2.59 3.3
L2 (mm) 2.54 3.35 2.59 3.3

Freq (GHz) 5 15 5 15
Case 2

W1 (mm) 0.075 0.23 0.08 0.225
W2 (mm) 0.11 0.34 0.12 0.33
L0 (mm) 2.0 3.35 2.05 3.3
L1 (mm) 2.0 3.35 2.05 3.3
L2 (mm) 2.0 3.35 2.05 3.3

Freq (GHz) 5 15 5 15

geometrical parameters for Case 2 is large. Table 4.11 and Fig. 4.11 show the

comparison of the modeling results for bandstop filter with two different modeling

ranges.

In Case 1, after l1 optimization, the nonlinear mapping weights vmap1,vmap2 and

vmap3 in three mappings of the knowledge-based model are almost zeros, there-

fore all three mappings of the final model are linear mapping. The values of

λ2map1,ij, λ
2
map2,10, λ

2
map2,11 and λ2map3,rp in (4.11) are equal to 10. Besides, the fre-

quency mapping and the output mapping are unit mapping. The presented algo-

rithm with l1 optimization uses only a linear input mapping to obtain a knowledge-

based model which meets the required accuracy. There is no need for frequency
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Table 4.11: Comparison of the Modeling Results for Bandstop Filter with Two
Different Modeling Ranges

Case 1 Case 2

Mapping Structure of
the Final Model

Linear input mapping

Nonlinear input map-
ping + Linear fre-
quency mapping +
Nonlinear output

mapping
No. of Training Data 81*101 81*101
No. of Testing Data 64*101 64*101

Training Error 2.0% 2.07%
Testing Error 1.92% 1.8%

mapping and output mapping in the final model. This modeling result and the

observation that a linear mapping is sufficient for a modeling problem with small

modeling range are consistent.

For a large modeling range (Case 2), the presented algorithm with l1 optimiza-

tion develops a knowledge-based model with a nonlinear input mapping, a linear

frequency mapping and a nonlinear output mapping because after l1 optimization,

the nonlinear weights vmap1 and vmap3 of the input mapping and output mapping

are non-zeros while vmap2 in the frequency mapping are all zeros. The values of

λ2map1,ij and λ2map3,rp in (4.11) are equal to 0, while the values of λ2map2,10 and λ2map2,11

in (4.11) are equal to 10. For Case 2, we have also generated another set of test-

ing data which is beyond the training range to test the presented model, i.e., W1:

0.06 − 0.24 mm, W2: 0.1 − 0.35 mm, L0: 1.9 − 3.43 mm, L1: 1.9 − 3.43 mm and

L2: 1.9 − 3.43 mm. The testing error is 4.53%. Within the training range, the

presented model have small testing error which satisfy the user-desired accuracy.
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Figure 4.11: Bandstop microstrip filter example: modeling results at four dif-
ferent geometrical values (a) x = [0.185, 0.26, 2.69, 2.59, 2.79]T , (b) x =
[0.19, 0.27, 2.59, 2.9, 3.2]T , (c) x = [0.11, 0.17, 2.29, 2.79, 2.79]T and (d) x =
[0.17, 0.14, 2.92, 2.92, 2.67]T . The solid line, “o” and “x” in the figures represent
the EM simulation data, the empirical model response and the presented model
response, respectively.

Beyond the training range, the presented model still has reasonable accuracy which

means the extrapolation capability of the model is retained because of the embedded

knowledge.
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Table 4.12 shows the comparison between the presented automated modeling

method and the existing brute force modeling method with different combination

of input, frequency and output mapping neural networks. In reality, the number of

the possible combinations of the mappings in a knowledge-based model is more than

that listed in Table 4.12. We also compare the modeling time between the existing

method in [16] and our presented method, as shown in Table 4.13. The modeling

results demonstrate that for different modeling examples, our presented method with

l1 optimization can develop knowledge-based models with different combinations of

mappings, which makes the model development process very flexible. The presented

algorithm increases the modeling efficiency and develops a knowledge-based model

with the compact mapping structure in a shorter time than the existing knowledge-

based modeling algorithms.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a unified automated parametric modeling algorithm using com-

bined knowledge-based neural network and l1 optimization has been presented. In

our method, we present a new unified knowledge-based model structure and new

sensitivity formulas. The presented knowledge-based model combines the learning

ability of the neural network with the convenience and simplicity of the empirical

model. We use the properties of l1 norm to present a training method which can

automatically determine whether a mapping is necessary, or whether a mapping is

linear or nonlinear. Instead of sequential trials of linear and nonlinear mappings

every time for every mapping structure as in the existing literature, the presented
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Table 4.12: Comparison Between the Model from the Proposed Automated Model-
ing Method and the Models from Existing Brute Force Modeling Algorithms with
Different Combinations of Mappings for the Bandstop Filter Modeling Problem

Model Structure
Testing Error

Case 1 Case 2
Optimal Model Structure by

Proposed Method:
Empirical Model + Linear

Input Mapping

1.92% /

Optimal Model Structure by
Proposed Method:

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping + Linear

Frequency Mapping + Non-
linear Output Mapping

/ 1.8%

Empirical Model Alone 21.51% 20.31%
Empirical Model + Linear Input

Mapping
1.92% 3.62%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping

1.97% 2.31%

Empirical Model + Linear
Output Mapping

17.2% 18.13%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Output Mapping

17.0% 16.87%

Empirical Model + Linear Input
Mapping + Linear Frequency

Mapping + Linear Output
Mapping

1.79% 3.3%

Empirical Model + Nonlinear
Input Mapping + Nonlinear

Frequency Mapping + Nonlin-
ear Output Mapping

1.39% 1.7%
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Table 4.13: Comparison of the Modeling Time for Bandstop Filter Using the Exist-
ing Method in [16] and the Proposed Method

Case 1 Case 2
Existing Method in [16] 4.4 h 4.13 h

Propose Method 2.43 h 3.3 h

algorithm uses l1 optimization to automatically determine the final model structure.

Compared to existing knowledge-based modeling methods, the presented algorithm

increases the knowledge-based modeling efficiency and speeds up the model devel-

opment process.
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Chapter 5

Advanced Extrapolation
Technique for Neural Based
Microwave Modeling and Design

In this chapter, an advanced multi-dimensional extrapolation technique for neural-

based microwave modeling and design is proposed to address the modeling chal-

lenges in microwave simulation and optimization, such as EM optimization and

large-signal harmonic balance (HB) simulation. A standard neural model is accu-

rate only within the particular range where it is trained by training data, and is

unreliable if used outside this range. Our proposed method aims to address this

issue by extrapolation to provide information and guide the neural network out-

side the training range. The given training data can be randomly distributed in

the input space, and the boundaries of the training region can be arbitrary. The

unknown target values of the model outside the training range are formulated as

optimization variables and are determined by optimization, such that 1st order con-

tinuity of model outputs versus inputs is preserved and 2nd order derivatives are
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minimized everywhere. Formulas for 1st order continuity and 2nd order derivatives

are derived through cubic polynomial functions. In this way, the formulation of the

proposed method guarantees good model accuracy inside the training region, and

makes the model maximally smooth across all directions everywhere outside the

training region. Compared to existing extrapolation methods for neural networks,

the proposed extrapolation technique makes neural models more robust, resulting in

faster convergence in microwave simulation and optimization involving neural model

inputs as iterative variables. The validity of the proposed technique is demonstrated

using both EM optimization example and nonlinear microwave simulation examples.

5.1 Introduction

In general, a well-trained neural network model has good accuracy and can represent

the component behavior it learned within the training region [1]. However, the

accuracy of the neural network model outside the training region decreases and this

creates limitations when neural models are used to explore design solutions in a

larger range than the model training range. For example, when a neural network

model is used in the iterative computational loops during EM optimization or HB

simulation, the iterative variables which are the inputs of the neural model may

go beyond the neural model training range during the iterative process. The poor

performance of the trained neural model outside the training range may mislead the

iterative process into slow convergence or even divergence.

Several extrapolation methods [9] on neural network models have been described

in the literature to address this issue, such as knowledge-based neural models [8],
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[15], [98], neural network model-level extrapolation [10], [11] and neuron-level ex-

trapolation [12]. Knowledge-based neural models [8] exploit existing knowledge in

the form of empirical or equivalent circuit models together with neural networks

to help model extrapolation. The extrapolation capability of the knowledge-based

neural model is enhanced because of the embedded empirical models. Mathemati-

cal extrapolation methods [10], [11] have been developed to address the issue when

empirical models are not available for the modeling problem. These model-level

extrapolation methods use the neural model and its derivative information at the

boundaries of the neural network training region to help model extrapolation. Re-

cently, a simple neuron-level extrapolation method [12] is presented to address the

problem in case when the training boundaries are irregular. It detects the neces-

sity of extrapolation inside each hidden neuron and performs extrapolation using a

modified neuron activation function. It simplifies the problem into a combination of

several one-dimensional 1st order extrapolations along the neuron switch directions

of a set of hidden neurons. This method is simple and easy to use.

However, the existing extrapolation methods on neural network models men-

tioned above also have limitations. Knowledge-based neural network [8], [15], [98],

depends on the availability of empirical or equivalent models. In the absence of

such a model, knowledge-based neural network cannot be used. In microwave mod-

eling such as time-delay neural network (TDNN) for nonlinear transistor and power

amplifier modeling [97], the multi-dimensional training boundaries can be irregular

or unknown. In this case, existing model-level extrapolation approaches [10], [11]

become less effective or complicated. This is because that the extrapolation is con-
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strained by fixed formulas which give smoothness along the extrapolation direction

away from the boundary but do not guarantee smoothness across different extrap-

olation directions. The simple combination of several one-dimensional 1st order

extrapolations in neuron-level extrapolation method [12] works well in low dimen-

sions or with few hidden neurons. With increased dimension or increased number

of hidden neurons, the hidden neuron switch directions (along which extrapolations

are made) are not always aligned well with the normal directions of the training

boundaries in the input space, affecting the quality of extrapolation.

For extrapolation methods on neural network models, the smoothness of the

neural model outside the training range is very important in microwave simulation

and optimization. The smooth tendency of the model outside the training range

across different directions can make the neural model more robust and lead to

faster convergence in microwave simulation and optimization. However, how to

make the neural model smooth outside the training range across different directions

still remains an open subject.

In this chapter, we propose a novel and efficient multi-dimensional extrapolation

method for neural-based microwave modeling and design. The multi-dimensional

training region can be irregular. Under our proposed formulation, the final neu-

ral model will fit training data wherever data are given inside the training region,

and will be continuous and maximally smooth across different directions wherever

data are not given outside the training region. Starting from randomly distributed

training samples, we discretize the entire region of model inputs into grids where

the entire region includes training region and extrapolation region. Extrapolation
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is then performed over the grids. Target values of the model at some of the grid

points are known, i.e., where training data are available, while target values of the

model at remaining grid points are unknown, i.e., in the extrapolation region. These

unknown target values are formulated as optimization variables and are determined

by optimization such that the model preserves 1st order continuity and guarantees

maximum smoothness at each extrapolation point. We achieve smoothness by min-

imizing the 2nd order derivatives everywhere in the entire region. The equations

for 1st order and 2nd order derivatives at each point are derived through the cubic

polynomial functions [112] over the grids. The minimization of 2nd order deriva-

tives everywhere is a high-dimensional optimization problem with unknown target

values of the model in various extrapolation grids as variables. Analytical deriva-

tion is also presented in this chapter to simplify this high-dimensional optimization

problem into a large sparse system of linear equations, and we propose to use the

Conjugate Gradient (CG) method [113] to calculate the numerical solutions of the

resulting large sparse system of linear equations. Such numerical solutions become

the target values of the model outside the training range, and will be used to guide

the neural network training beyond the training range. In other words, we use

optimization to add extrapolated data outside the training range.

After obtaining the extrapolated data in the extrapolation region, both the train-

ing data and extrapolated data are used to train the neural network to achieve

neural-based models with good accuracy inside the training range and smooth ten-

dency outside the training range. Compared to the existing extrapolation methods

for neural networks, the proposed extrapolation technique makes neural models
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more robust, resulting in faster convergence in microwave simulation and optimiza-

tion involving neural model inputs as iterative variables.

5.2 Proposed Multi-Dimensional Extrapolation Method

for Neural Models with Given Training Data

5.2.1 Formulation of Grids in the Entire Region

For neural network extrapolation, the given training data can be randomly scat-

tered and not necessarily in a grid form. The boundaries of the training region can

be arbitrary. Starting from the given training data, we formulate grids in both the

training region and the extrapolation region. Let x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]T represent a

vector of n inputs of a neural network model. Typical elements of x are geomet-

rical parameters such as length and width of an EM structure, or voltage/current

variables such as gate voltage and drain voltage of a transistor. We discretize the

input space (i.e., the x-space) into n-dimensional grids using a set of grid points

along each dimension of the space. The set of grid points along each dimension is

determined by the coordinates/locations of training data inside the training region

and extra user-defined points outside the training region.

For example, suppose the distribution of 12 scattered training data in a two-

dimensional (2-D) input space (x1, x2) and the user-defined extrapolation range

are shown in Fig. 5.1(a). Based on the coordinates/locations of all training data,

the nonuniform grids inside the training region are determined. The locations of

nonuniform grids along the 1st dimension of the training region are 0, 1, 2, 4, 6,

8, and along the 2nd dimension of the training region are 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, as
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shown in Fig. 5.1(b). In addition, user-defined grids outside the training region are

added, i.e., -4, -3, -2, -1, 9, 10, 11, 12 for the 1st dimension of the input space and

-3, -2, -1, 11, 12, 13 for the 2nd dimension of the input space, respectively. The

nonuniform grids in the entire region are shown in Fig. 5.1(c).

After formulating the nonuniform grids, the number of grids along each dimen-

sion and the step size of each grid along each dimension become available. The

entire region is divided into many n-dimensional cells. For example, a cell is a rect-

angular area for n = 2 and a cubic region for n = 3. We define mk to represent the

number of grid points along the kth dimension, where k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let Nc and

Ng represent the number of cells and the number of grid points in the entire region,

respectively, i.e.,

Nc =
n∏
k=1

(mk − 1) (5.1)

and

Ng =
n∏
k=1

mk (5.2)

For the example in Fig. 5.1(c), m1 = 14, m2 = 14, and the entire region is divided

into 169 cells (i.e., 169 rectangles). The number of cells is Nc = 169, and the number

of grid points is Ng = 256. We define x
(ik)
k to represent the ikth grid point along the

kth dimension of the entire region, where ik = 1, 2, . . . ,mk−1 and k = 1, 2, . . . , n. A

cell is defined as a n-dimensional cubic space
{
xk|x(ik)k 6 xk 6 x

(ik+1)
k ,where k = 1, 2,

. . . , n}. We define the origin of this cell as
(
x
(i1)
1 , x

(i2)
2 , . . . , x

(ik)
k , . . . , x

(in)
n

)
. There-

fore, the index set (i1, i2, . . . , in) represents the origin of the cell. Different values of

(i1, i2, . . . , in) will indicate different cells. We also define s
(ik)
k to represent the step
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Figure 5.1: (a) Distribution of 12 scattered training data in a 2-D input space (x1, x2)
and the user-defined extrapolation range. “•” represents the scattered training data.
(b) The nonuniform grids of the training region determined by the distribution of
the training data. (c) The nonuniform grids of the extrapolation region and training
region.

size along the kth dimension of the cell, i.e.,

s
(ik)
k = x

(ik+1)
k − x

(ik)
k (5.3)
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In this way, the nonuniform grids of the entire region are formulated. At some of

these grid points, the target values of the model are known, i.e., the training data,

while at other grid points, the target values of the model are unknown as shown

in Fig. 5.1(c). These unknown target values are model extrapolation values to be

determined using the proposed method. Let NE and NL represent the number of

extrapolated data and the number of training data respectively, i.e., NE +NL = Ng.

Let ye and yL represent the vector containing the extrapolated target values and

the vector containing the output values of given training data, respectively. More

specifically, ye contains the extrapolated target values at the NE grid points, and

yL contains the output values of available training data at the other NL grid points.

5.2.2 Introduction of Cubic Polynomial Formulation

In the proposed extrapolation method, we use the information of given training data

yL to create new training data ye in extrapolation region, and derive the values of

these new training data through optimization. During optimization, the elements in

ye are the optimization variables. The 1st order continuity of model outputs versus

inputs and maximum smoothness of the model across different directions in the

entire region are the objectives of the optimization. The smoothness is represented

by 2nd order derivatives. Formulas for 2nd order derivatives are derived based on

the concept of cubic polynomial formulation [112]. In this section, we review the

existing cubic polynomial formulation.

Let f represent the cubic polynomial function for the cell with the origin (i1, i2, . . . ,
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ik, . . . , in). The cubic formulation [112] of f for a n-dimensional problem is

f =
3∑

j1=0

3∑
j2=0

· · ·
3∑

jn=0

αt n∏
k=1

(
xk − x(ik)k

x
(ik+1)
k − x(ik)k

)jk


for x
(ik)
k 6 xk 6 x

(ik+1)
k

(5.4)

where t is defined as

t = 1 + 4n−1 · j1 + 4n−2 · j2 + · · ·+ 40 · jn (5.5)

In (5.4), αt represent the unknown coefficients for the cell. The total number of

such unknown coefficients for the cell is 4n. Let α be a vector containing these 4n

coefficients, i.e.,

α = [α1, α2, . . . , αt, . . . , α4n ]T (5.6)

For example, for a 2-D extrapolation problem (i.e., n = 2), if x
(i1)
1 = 0, x

(i2)
2 = 0,

x
(i1+1)
1 − x(i1)1 = 1 and x

(i2+1)
2 − x(i2)2 = 1, then

f = α1 + α2x2 + α3x
2
2 + α4x

3
2

+ α5x1 + α6x1x2 + α7x1x
2
2 + α8x1x

3
2

+ α9x
2
1 + α10x

2
1 x2 + α11x

2
1 x

2
2 + α12x

2
1 x

3
2

+ α13x
3
1 + α14x

3
1 x2 + α15x

3
1 x

2
2 + α16x

3
1 x

3
2

(5.7)

Therefore, α is a vector containing 16 unknown coefficients for a 2-D problem.

Let N represent the number of corner points of a cell, i.e., N = 2n. Let

p1, p2, · · · , pN represent the indices for the N corner points of the cell. Accord-

ing to existing cubic polynomial formulation [112], given the function value f and
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the derivative values of f at every corner point of the cell, the unknown coefficients

α can be solved by

Aα = b (5.8)

where b is a vector containing the function value f and 1st order to nth order

mixed partial derivative values of f with respect to all input variables at N corner

points of the cell, and A is a sparse matrix containing the grid information. For a

n-dimensional problem, the size of A matrix is 4n × 4n and the size of b vector is

4n. The detailed definitions of A and b are available from existing literature such

as [112] and a summary of such detailed definitions is provided in Appendix A. For

a 2-D example, the coordinates and the indices for the corner points of a cell are

shown in Fig. 5.2. As shown in the figure, the number of corner points of a cell in

the 2-D example is four, i.e., N = 4. The vector b contains the values of f , ∂f
∂x1

, ∂f
∂x2

and ∂2f
∂x1∂x2

at four corner points p1, p2, p3 and p4. The vector α has 16 elements,

i.e., α = [α1, α2, · · · , α16]
T according to (5.7).

5.2.3 Formulation of Proposed Multi-Dimensional Cubic Poly-
nomial Extrapolation for One Cell

In standard cubic interpolation [112], the elements in b are given data so that α can

be solved from (5.8). However, in our case, the 1st order to higher order derivative

values of f required in b are not available from given data. Further, even the values

of f at some grid points (i.e., extrapolated grid points) are not available. Take the

parametric modeling of an EM structure as an example. Let x be the length and

width parameters in the EM structure and f be the S-parameter. In this example, b
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Figure 5.2: The coordinates and the indices for the corner points of a cell in a 2-D
example. There are 4 corner points for a cell in the 2-D example, i.e., N = 4.
x1 and x2 can represent geometrical parameters in an EM structure, such as length
and width, or voltage/current variables in a nonlinear device, such as gate and drain
voltages of a transistor.

contains the S-parameter values and the 1st order to higher order partial derivative

values of the S-parameter with respect to length and width at different grid points

in the length-width space. In our case, the training data for higher order derivatives

of the S-parameter with respect to length and width are not available. Therefore,

the values of b are not available. Furthermore, if a grid point is in the extrapolation

region, even the S-parameter value at this grid point is not available. Therefore,

we cannot use the method in standard cubic interpolation [112] as is. We need to

derive new formulas.
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In this chapter, we propose to use finite difference formulas between the corner

points of a given cell and its neighboring cells in place of the vector b. By doing

this, we create a set of new linear equations based on the model output values at

corner points of the given cell and its neighboring cells.

To facilitate the derivation, we introduce a new vector. We define ỹ as a vector

containing the model output values at the 4n corner points of a given cell and its

neighboring cells. As an example, we illustrate the definition of vector ỹ for a 2-D

problem. Fig. 5.3 shows a given cell and its neighboring cells for a 2-D case. The

total number of corner points in the cell and its neighboring cells is 16 (i.e., 4n). In

this case, the vector ỹ will contain the model output values at the 16 grid points in

Fig. 5.3. Notice that these 16 grid points are the corner points of a given cell and

its neighboring cells.

Next, we describe how to use ỹ to represent the information in b through finite

difference formulas. For example, suppose the extrapolation problem is a 2-D prob-

lem. The 1st order partial derivative of f with respect to x1, the 1st order partial

derivative of f with respect to x2 and the 2nd order mixed partial derivative of f

with respect to x1 and x2 at the corner point (x
(i1)
1 , x

(i2)
2 ) are calculated using the

values of f at the corner points of the cell and its neighboring cells, i.e.,

∂f

∂x1

∣∣∣∣(
x
(i1)
1 ,x

(i2)
2

) =
f |(

x
(i1+1)
1 ,x

(i2)
2

)− f |(
x
(i1−1)
1 ,x

(i2)
2

)
x
(i1+1)
1 − x(i1−1)1

=

[
0 · · · 0 − 1

s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

0 · · · 0 1

s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

0 · · · 0

]
ỹ

(5.9a)
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Figure 5.3: The given cell and its neighboring cells for a 2-D example. The shaded
area represents the given cell. The 16 grid points indicated by “•” represent the 16
corner points of the given cell and its neighboring cells. The vector ỹ will contain
the model output values at these 16 grid points for the 2-D example. x1 and x2 can
represent geometrical parameters in an EM structure, such as length and width, or
voltage/current variables in a nonlinear device, such as gate and drain voltages of
a transistor.

∂f

∂x2

∣∣∣∣(
x
(i1)
1 ,x

(i2)
2

) =
f |(

x
(i1)
1 ,x

(i2+1)
2

)− f |(
x
(i1)
1 ,x

(i2−1)
2

)

x
(i2+1)
2 − x

(i2−1)
2

=

[
0 · · · 0 − 1

s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2

0 · · · 0 1

s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2

0 · · · 0

]
ỹ

(5.9b)
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∂2f

∂x1∂x2

∣∣∣∣(
x
(i1)
1 ,x

(i2)
2

) =
f |(

x
(i1+1)
1 ,x

(i2+1)
2

)− f |(
x
(i1−1)
1 ,x

(i2+1)
2

)− f |(
x
(i1+1)
1 ,x

(i2−1)
2

)+ f |(
x
(i1−1)
1 ,x

(i2−1)
2

)(
x
(i1+1)
1 − x(i1−1)1

)(
x
(i2+1)
2 − x(i2−1)2

)
=

[
0 · · · 0

(
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2

)−1(
s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

) −
(
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2

)−1(
s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

) 0 · · · 0 −
(
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2

)−1(
s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

)
(
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2

)−1(
s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

) 0 · · · 0

]
ỹ

(5.9c)

Similar to matrix A, we define a new matrix B as a 4n × 4n matrix

B =



B1

B2

...

BN


(5.10)

which relates the derivatives of f to the model output values at the corner points of

the current cell with the origin (i1, i2, . . . , ik, . . . , in) and its neighboring cells. The

size of each of the submatrices B1, B2, · · · , BN in B is N × 4n. These submatrices

are defined such that

B1ỹ =



f |p1
f |p2

...

f |pN


(5.11a)

and

Blỹ =



∂mf /(∂xu1∂xu2 · · · ∂xum) |p1
∂mf /(∂xu1∂xu2 · · · ∂xum) |p2

...

∂mf /(∂xu1∂xu2 · · · ∂xum) |pN


(5.11b)

where l = 2, 3, · · · , N , m = 1, 2, · · · , n, and u1, u2, · · · , um are indices whose values
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are selected from u1, u2, · · · , um ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} and u1 < u2 < · · · < um. The

detailed and complete definitions of B1, B2, · · · , BN are provided in Appendix

B. For example, using (5.9a) to (5.9c), the submatrices B1, B2 and Bn+2 can be

derived as

B1 =



0 · · · 0 1 0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 0 1 0 · · · 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0


(5.12a)

B2 =



0 · · · 0 −1
s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

0 0 · · · 0 1

s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1

0 0 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 0 −1
s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1

0 · · · 0 0 1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1

0 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 −1
s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1

0 0 · · · 1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1

0 · · · 0


(5.12b)

Bn+2 =

0 · · ·

s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1



−
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1


0 · · · 0

−
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1



s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1)
1 +s

(i1−1)
1


0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0

s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1



−
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1


· · · 0

−
s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1



s
(i2)
2 +s

(i2−1)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1


0 · · · 0

...
... ... ... ...

...

0 · · · 0

s
(i2+1)
2 +s

(i2)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1



−
s
(i2+1)
2 +s

(i2)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1


0 · · · 0

−
s
(i2+1)
2 +s

(i2)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1



s
(i2+1)
2 +s

(i2)
2


−1

s
(i1+1)
1 +s

(i1)
1


· · · 0


(5.12c)

As shown from the examples in (5.12a) to (5.12c), the submatrices B1, B2, · · · ,

BN contain only the step information of cells and most of the elements in these
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submatrices are 0. Hence, these submatrices are sparse and constant matrices.

Therefore B is also a sparse and constant matrix. In this way, we obtain another

system of linear equations for the cell with the model output values in ỹ, i.e.,

Bỹ = b (5.13)

Using (5.13) to eliminate b in (5.8), we obtain a new set of linear equations

Aα = Bỹ (5.14)

where the unknown coefficients in α can be solved from the model output values at

grid points in ỹ rather than the derivative values in b. Therefore, the coefficients

in α can be expressed through the model output values at the corner points of the

cell with the origin (i1, i2, . . . , ik, . . . , in) and its neighboring cells using the linear

relationship

α = (A−1B)ỹ (5.15)

In this way, the unknown coefficients α becomes a function of the output values in ỹ

which contains the model output values at corner points of a cell and its neighboring

cells.

5.2.4 Discussion on Matrix A−1

In the computer programming implementation, we can further speed up the compu-

tation of (5.15) by taking the step size information out of matrix A and putting it

into matrixB. In this way, matrixA and matrixA−1 become constant matrices and

are independent of the modeling problem. For each n, there is a fixed A−1 which
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can be preprocessed and saved in pre-calculated data base. The implementation

details of (A−1B) and a mathematical proof are provided in Appendix C.

5.2.5 Optimization to Obtain Extrapolated Values at Grid
Points in the Entire Region

The objective of the proposed extrapolation method is to calculate the target values

of the model at extrapolated points through optimization and to make the model as

smooth as possible in the entire region by training the model with these extrapolated

values together with the given training data. We propose to achieve smoothness

across different extrapolation directions by minimizing the 2nd order derivatives

everywhere in the entire region.

For each cell, the 2nd order derivative of f with respect to the kth model input

is derived as

∂2f

∂xk2
=

3∑
j1=0

· · ·
3∑

jk=2

· · ·
3∑

jn=0

αt · jk(jk−1)(
x
(ik+1)
k − x(ik)k

)2 ·
(

xk − x(ik)k

x
(ik+1)
k − x(ik)k

)jk−2

·
n∏
l=1
l6=k

(
xl − x(il)l

x
(il+1)
l − x(il)l

)jl


= (ck)

Tα

= (ck)
TA−1Bỹ

(5.16)

We evaluate the 2nd order derivative in (5.16) at each corner point of a cell. In

(5.16), ck is defined as a vector, i.e.,

ck = [c1, c2, · · · , ct, · · · , c4n ]T (5.17)
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where ct is a coefficient evaluated according to the location of the corner point of a

cell, i.e., according to whether xk = x
(ik)
k or xk = x

(ik+1)
k , and whether xl = x

(il)
l or

xl = x
(il+1)
l where l = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1, k + 1, · · · , n. Specifically, ct is evaluated as

ct =



0 if xk = x
(ik)
k and jk > 2

0

if xl = x
(il)
l and jl > 0

for at least one value of l,

l = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1, k + 1, · · · , n
jk(jk−1)(

x
(ik+1)
k − x(ik)k

)2 otherwise

(5.18)

where jk = 0, 1, 2, 3 and t is defined in (5.5). For each corner point of the cell

(e.g., for the corner point pi), the 2nd order derivatives of f and the vector ck

are represented as ∂2f
∂xk2

∣∣∣
pi

and ck|pi , respectively. By using (5.16), the 2nd order

derivatives of f at a corner point become a function of the model output values

at all the corner points of that cell and its neighboring cells using finite difference

method.

In order to achieve smoothness across all directions in the x-space, we propose

a new optimization with a new error function for each cell, defined as

e (ỹ) =
n∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
∂2f

∂xk2

∣∣∣∣
pi

)2

= ỹT
n∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

[(
A−1B

)T(
ck|pi

)(
ck|pi

)T (
A−1B

)]
ỹ

(5.19)

where e is an error function of model output values in ỹ. The 2nd order derivatives
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of model output with respect to all inputs at all corner points in a cell are considered

in e.

As described in Subsection 5.2.1, ye represents the vector containing the extrap-

olated target values in the overall extrapolation region. yL represents the vector

containing the output values of given training data in the overall training region. ỹ

represents the vector containing the output values at corner points of one cell and

its neighboring cells. Therefore, the vector ye represents global information which

means that ye contains the model output values at all grid points in the extrap-

olation region. Similarly, the vector yL also represents global information which

means that yL contains the values of all training data at grid points in the training

region. On the other hand, the vector ỹ represents local information which means

that the elements in ỹ are the model outputs at the grid points locally around a

cell, i.e., the corner points of one cell and its neighboring cells. If a particular corner

point is in the extrapolation region, then the corresponding element in ỹ will appear

globally as an element in ye. If a particular corner point is in the training region,

then the corresponding element in ỹ will appear globally as an element in yL. We

define PE as an incidence matrix to indicate the relationship between elements in

ỹ and elements in ye. Similarly, we define PL as an incidence matrix to indicate

the relationship between elements in ỹ and elements in yL. More specifically, PE

is an incidence matrix to relate the local indices of corner points of a cell plus its

neighboring cells with the global indices of all grid points in the entire extrapolation

region. PL is an incidence matrix to relate the local indices of corner points of a

cell plus its neighboring cells with the global grid indices of all given training data
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in the entire training region. In this way, the output values ỹ at corner points of a

cell and its neighboring cells can be selected from extrapolated output values in ye

and/or training data outputs in yL by PE and PL, i.e.,

ỹ = [PE PL]

ye
yL

 (5.20)

Substituting (5.20) into (5.19), we obtain

e (ye) =
[
ye

T yL
T
] D11 D12

D21 D22


ye
yL


= ye

TD11ye + yL
T
(
D21 +DT

12

)
ye + yL

TD22yL

= ye
TD11ye + 2 · yLTDT

12ye + yL
TD22yL

(5.21)

where

D11 =
n∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
A−1BPE

)T(
ck|pi

)(
ck|pi

)T (
A−1BPE

)
= D T

11

(5.22a)

D12 =
n∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
A−1BPE

)T(
ck|pi

)(
ck|pi

)T (
A−1BPL

)
(5.22b)

D21 =
n∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
A−1BPL

)T(
ck|pi

)(
ck|pi

)T (
A−1BPE

)
= D T

12

(5.22c)

D22 =
n∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
A−1BPL

)T(
ck|pi

)(
ck|pi

)T (
A−1BPL

)
(5.22d)
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The index pi in (5.22a) to (5.22d) means the ith corner point of the cell, and the

index k means the index for model input variables. The matrices D11, D12, D21

and D22 calculated from (5.22a) to (5.22d) represent the intermediate 2nd order

information for a particular cell. As discussed in Subsection 5.2.4, matrix A−1 is

constant which depends only on dimensionality n and is independent of the modeling

problem. For each n, there is a fixed A−1 which can be preprocessed and saved in

pre-calculated data base. In (5.21), the vector yL is constant containing known

training data. Therefore, e (ye) is the function of extrapolated output values in ye.

Different cells in the entire region have different extrapolation function f (i.e.,

different coefficients α in the extrapolation function). Therefore, the values of the

error function e (ye) for different cells are different. Suppose ej (ye) is the value of

the error function for the jth cell. The error function for the entire region is defined

as

E (ye) =
Nc∑
j=1

ej (ye) (5.23)

In this way, the 2nd order derivatives with respect to all inputs at all grid points

in all cells of the entire region are considered. The optimization problem can be

described as

min
ye

E (ye) (5.24)

To solve this optimization problem analytically, let

∂E (ye)

∂ye
= 0 (5.25)
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From (5.21) and (5.25), we derive

Nc∑
j=1

(D11)jye +
Nc∑
j=1

(D12)jyL = 0 (5.26)

where (D11)j and (D12)j represent the D11 in (5.22a) and the D12 in (5.22b) for

the jth cell, j = 1, 2, · · · , Nc. According to (5.22a) and (5.22b), D11 and D12 for all

cells are known, and yL contains known training data. Only ye contains unknown

extrapolated values. We define a vector q and a matrix Q by

q = −
Nc∑
j=1

(D12)jyL (5.27a)

and

Q =
Nc∑
j=1

(D11)j (5.27b)

Now we can derive the final equation for the proposed method by rewriting (5.26)

as

Qye = q. (5.28)

Matrix Q is a symmetric and positive-definite matrix. Equation (5.28) is the main

system of linear equations to be solved in the proposed method. Q contains the

locations and relationships between the grid points and q contains the information of

given training data. Both matrix Q and vector q are constant and known, therefore

we obtain a linear system of equations with optimization variables ye as unknowns.

Equation (5.28) is the analytical solution of the optimization problem in (5.24), and

the target values of the model at extrapolated points in ye are thus obtained.

Even though the derivation from (5.10) to (5.28) is complex and detailed, the
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final equation for solving ye in (5.28) is surprisingly simple.

We use the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method to solve the system of linear

equations in (5.28). The CG method is implemented as an iterative algorithm,

applicable to large sparse systems where direct LU decomposition or other direct

methods are not effective. After the calculation using the CG method, the target

values at the extrapolated points in ye are obtained and the information outside

the range of original training data is thus completely available. We use yL and

ye together as the training data to train the neural network, where yL represents

the original known data and ye represents the new extrapolated data. Finally

we achieve neural-based models with good accuracy inside the training range and

smooth tendency outside the training range.

5.2.6 Discussion

The proposed extrapolation method addresses the specific issues in the iterative

computational loops during EM optimization and HB simulation, where the iterative

variables may go beyond the boundary of the model. Typical iterative variables are

geometrical parameters in EM optimization, and voltage or current variables in the

iterative process of HB simulation. Consequently, typical extrapolation variables

in our proposed technique are geometrical variables in EM structures, or voltage

and current variables in nonlinear device models. Since frequency is usually not an

iterative variable in EM optimization or in the iterative process of HB simulation,

our technique is not intended to extrapolate over frequency. For extrapolation of

frequency variables, other techniques such as rational function [86], [114]-[117] may
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be considered.

In existing extrapolation methods for neural models [8], [10]-[12], [15], [98],

smooth and linearization formulas are used outside the model training range to

maintain the tendency along each extrapolation direction as we move away from

the boundaries of the training range. However, these fixed linearization formulas do

not have freedom for smoothness across different extrapolation directions. There-

fore, we propose to use grid formulation to discretize the extrapolation region in

the x-space into many grids/cells so that the unknown outputs of the model at

all grid points in the extrapolation region have freedom to permit smoothness of

the model across different extrapolation directions. Since frequency is not an ex-

trapolation variable, we have selected piecewise polynomial as an intermediate step

to relate the model outputs at the grid points with the derivatives of the model.

The variables for the piecewise polynomial are the extrapolation variables such as

geometrical variables. This is similar to the idea of using finite element methods

in 3-D EM simulators [118] where the 3-D space is discretized into meshes, and

the E-field solution over the mesh is represented by piecewise polynomial function

with geometrical dimensional variables. We also propose a mechanism to force the

smoothness of the model across different extrapolation directions. The mechanism

is to minimize the 2nd order derivatives along every dimension for every grid point.

In this way, the proposed extrapolation method can provide smoothness at every di-

rection, i.e., along the extrapolation direction as we move away from the boundaries

of the training region, and also across different extrapolation directions.

For a n-dimensional problem, the size of A in (5.8) is 4n × 4n. For example, in
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a 3-D extrapolation example, the size of A is 43 × 43 = 64 × 64. Specifically, “64

rows” ofA correspond to the grid information relating to the function values and the

mixed partial derivatives
[
f, ∂f

∂x1
, ∂f
∂x2
, ∂f
∂x3
, ∂2f
∂x1∂x2

, ∂2f
∂x1∂x3

, ∂2f
∂x2∂x3

, ∂3f
∂x1∂x2∂x3

]
at all

corner points (i.e., 8 corner points) of a 3-D cell. “64 columns” of A correspond to

the grid information relating to the 64 unknown coefficients in α of the 3-D cubic

polynomial formula.

According to (5.22a) and (5.27b), matrix Q is calculated from A−1, B, PE and

ck|pi . It is noticed that all these matrices and vectors are sparse, subsequently Q is

sparse. As a further explanation, because the elements of the vector ck|pi in (5.17)

are calculated at the corner points of cells, most of the elements in ck|pi are 0. The

incidence matrix PE relates the indices of the extrapolated points in one cell to the

indices of the extrapolated points in all cells, therefore PE is a sparse matrix. The

problem-independent constant matrix A−1 is also a sparse matrix, and the sparsity

of matrix A−1 increases with the increase of the dimensionality of the extrapolation

problem. For example, the sparsity of A−1 for a 5-D (i.e., n = 5) extrapolation

problem is 90.46%, and for a 6-D (i.e., n = 6) extrapolation problem is 92.01%. In

addition, matrix B is also a sparse matrix, as explained in Subsection 5.2.3. All

these factors contribute to the sparsity of matrix Q.

With the increase of dimensionality n of the modeling space and the increase

of extrapolated grids for an extrapolation problem, the size of matrix Q in the

proposed method increases exponentially. High dimensionality of the extrapolation

problem and large number of extrapolated data will result in a large system of linear

equations in (5.28). For example, for an 8-D extrapolation problem, if there are 7
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extrapolation grids along each dimension, the number of extrapolated grid points

will be about 5.7 million (i.e., Ng = 5700000) in total. In this case, the memory

size for Q is about 19.7 GB. Therefore, the proposed extrapolation method will be

limited by the memory size and CPU performance of computers. However, this is

intermediate memory and computation expense during model development. Once

the model is developed, the final model is a neural model requiring only 20 KB

memory. Therefore, the final model is very compact and fast for users to use during

microwave design. For n > 5, the Q matrix is usually very large. Therefore, we

suggest to use the CG method to solve (5.28). However, if the model has fewer

variables, e.g., n 6 3, the sparse LU decomposition could be used when solving

(5.28).

When it comes to the number of training data to start the proposed extrapola-

tion, at least two training data with different values in each dimension of inputs are

required to start the extrapolation mathematically. Practically, we suggest more

training data. More data are needed for the region with highly nonlinear model

behavior, while fewer data are needed for the region with less nonlinear model be-

havior.

For typical Learn-by-Example (LBE) methods, such as ANN techniques, support

vector machine (SVM) regression [119], and Gaussian process (GP) approach [120],

the models work well inside the training range. However, the direct extrapolations

by original formulas of these models may be inconsistent with various kinds of ten-

dencies in microwave modeling. For comparison purpose, we use a simple example

of drain current Id vs. gate voltage Vg of a GaAs MESFET [121] to compare the
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extrapolation properties between different LBE methods, such as ANN technique,

SVM regression and GP approach. The training range for Vg is from −0.8 V to 0.1

V with step = 0.1 V. ANN model, SVM model and GP model are trained with the

same training data. After training, we use these models directly to extrapolate Vg

from 0.1 V to 2.5 V. Fig. 5.4 (a) illustrates the extrapolation results using direct

extrapolation by original ANN formulas, direct extrapolation by original SVM for-

mulas and direct extrapolation by original GP formulas, where the original ANN

formulas, original SVM formulas and original GP formulas are all determined by

original training data. The extrapolation results using the proposed extrapolation

method are also illustrated in Fig. 5.4 (a). From this figure, it can be seen that the

direct extrapolation by original ANN, SVM and GP formulas all approach constant

Id values as Vg increases. Such an extrapolation is usually inconsistent with the

model tendency at the boundary of the training region. It is also inconsistent with

the ideal curve of Id = f(Vg) in which Id should increase as Vg increases. Instead, the

proposed extrapolation method can maintain the correct tendency at the boundary

of the training region. In addition, we also compare the robustness of the ANN,

SVM and GP models when they are used in circuit simulation. We illustrate this

comparison by using the ANN, SVM and GP models to find the DC bias voltage

Vg for the required value of Id, i.e., Id = 0.03 A. This process is illustrated in Fig.

5.4 (b)-(d). In the figure, we illustrate the iterative process of Newton’s method

to solve the nonlinear equation f(Vg) = 0.03 where f(Vg) is represented by ANN

or SVM or GP. With the starting point Vg = 1 V outside the training range, the

Newton’s iterations using the original ANN model and SVM model will diverge, as
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shown in Fig. 5.4 (b). The Newton’s iterations using the GP model converge to the

wrong solution outside the training range and cannot find the correct solution inside

the training range, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4(c). Instead, the Newton’s iterations

using the proposed extrapolation model can converge to the correct solution inside

the training range, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4 (d). This is because that the proposed

model retains correct tendency of the model outside training range whereas the

wrong tendency of the original ANN, SVM and GP models outside training range

misleads the Newton’s iterations.

Because of the inherent structure of the kernel functions in ANN, SVM and GP

models, the direct extrapolations by original formulas of these models may be incon-

sistent with various kinds of tendencies in microwave modeling. For example, using

popular Gaussian function as the kernel function, the SVM model will approach

constant values as the variable moves far away from the training boundary. Such a

tendency is usually inconsistent with the tendency in microwave behavior modeling.

Similar limitations exist in ANN and GP models as we use them outside training

range. In order to solve the extrapolation problem, new formulations of extrapola-

tion, such as the proposed formulation to maintain the tendency and smoothness of

the model, are needed regardless whether we use ANN, SVM or GP. The choice be-

tween different LBE methods (such as ANN, SVM and GP) may affect the accuracy

of modeling (under the same formulation of extrapolation). Further information on

the comparison of accuracies between ANN, SVM and GP in microwave modeling

can be found in the literature such as [122] and [123]. SVM and GP have good

generalization capability when training data is limited. ANN is well suited to the
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Figure 5.4: (a) The comparison of extrapolation results using different LBE models
and the proposed extrapolation method for the simple example of drain current Id
vs. gate voltage Vg of a GaAs MESFET. The different LBE models include ANN,
SVM and GP models determined by original training data. (b) The ANN model
and SVM model are used to find the DC bias voltage Vg for the required value of
Id, i.e., Id = 0.03 A. (c) The GP model is used to find the DC bias voltage Vg for
the required value of Id, i.e., Id = 0.03 A. (d) The proposed extrapolation model is
used to find the DC bias voltage Vg for the required value of Id, i.e., Id = 0.03 A.

case when the amount of training data is large. In our examples, the training data

and extrapolated data are in a large data base. Therefore, ANN has been used in

this chapter.
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5.2.7 Stepwise Algorithm

The proposed multi-dimensional extrapolation method can guarantee good accuracy

wherever training data are given inside the training range and guarantee smoothly

extrapolated tendency outside the training range. The proposed extrapolation

method can be used for neural-based microwave modeling and design.

The computational steps for implementing the proposed extrapolation technique

can be summarized as follows.

Step 1) For the given n, load the problem-independent constant matrix A−1 from the

pre-calculated data base.

Step 2) Formulate the nonuniform grids in the user-defined region based on the given

training data. At some of the grid points, target values of the model are known,

i.e., the given training data yL, while at the other grid points, target values of

the model are unknown which need to be extrapolated through optimization.

The unknown target values at extrapolated points are represented by vector

ye, which are optimization variables to be determined by optimization. After

formulating the nonuniform grids, the entire region is divided into many cells.

Step 3) Use given training data yL and the grid information to formulate matrices

B, PE and PL for each cell in the entire region. Formulate vector c for each

input at each corner point of each cell, where each input means each k for xk,

k = 1, 2, · · · , n.

Step 4) Calculate D11 in (5.22a) for each cell using A−1, B, PE and c. Calculate D12
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in (5.22b) for each cell using A−1, B, PE, PL and c.

Step 5) Formulate the system of linear equations Qye = q with optimization variables

ye as unknowns in (5.28). The vector q is calculated from yL and D12 for

all cells. The matrix Q is calculated from D11 for all cells. This is the main

system of linear equations to be solved in the proposed method. Solving this

system of linear equations will produce the final solution of the optimization

problem in (5.24).

Step 6) Use the CG method to calculate the numerical solution of the sparse linear

system in (5.28), and obtain the solutions of ye which contains the unknown

values at the extrapolated grid points.

Step 7) Use both the training data yL and extrapolated data ye to train neural net-

works and finally achieve neural-based models with good accuracy inside the

training range and smooth tendency across all directions outside the training

range.

Fig. 5.5 shows the flow diagram of the proposed extrapolation method.

5.3 Application Examples

5.3.1 Extrapolation for Neural-Based EM Optimization of
a Bandstop Microstrip Filter

This example illustrates that the proposed extrapolation technique can be applied to

improve the robustness of the EM-based neural model involved in EM optimization.

The neural network models are reusable for design with different specifications [20].
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Figure 5.5: Flow diagram of the proposed multi-dimensional neural network extrap-
olation technique.
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Figure 5.6: Bandstop microstrip filter example. A neural-based parametric model of
|S21| versus W1, W2, L0, L1, and L2 is developed and the model will be extrapolated
outside the training range of W1, W2, L0, L1, and L2.

The use of neural network models for EM optimization can achieve substantial

savings in time, especially when numerous EM solutions are required and the neural

network models are to be used over and over again in different EM designs [3].

Consider a bandstop microstrip filter with quarter-wave resonant open stubs [15],

[40], [98], illustrated in Fig. 5.6. In the figure, L1 and L2 are the open stub lengths,

and W1 and W2 are the open stub widths. L0 is the interconnecting transmission

line length between the two open stubs. W0 is the width of a 50 Ω feeding line and

W0 = 0.635 mm. An alumina substrate with thickness of H = 0.635 mm is used

and the dielectric constant of the substrate is 9.4.
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This example contains two parts. The first part is to develop a neural network

parametric model with magnitude of S21 as model output y and geometrical vari-

ables as model inputs x, i.e., x = [W1 W2 L0 L1 L2]
T . The neural model is trained

by EM data. The second part is to implement the trained parametric model into

design optimization where the geometrical parameters can be repetitively adjusted

during optimization.

Firstly, we use given training data to develop the parametric model. The geomet-

rical parameters of 25 scattered training data are listed in Table 5.1. The training

data are generated by CST Microwave Studio EM simulator at 101 frequency points

between 5 GHz and 15 GHz. The proposed extrapolation technique is performed

to extrapolate the given training data in Table 5.1 and obtain extrapolated model

with smooth tendency outside the training region. From the training data and user

requirements, the nonuniform grids for extrapolation are determined as listed in Ta-

ble 5.2. In this example, m1 = 9, m2 = 9, m3 = 7, m4 = 7 and m5 = 7. There are a

total of 13824 cells in the entire region. For n = 5, the sizes of A−1 and B are both

1024 × 1024. The values of A−1 are constants and loaded from the pre-computed

problem-independent constant data base. We perform the proposed extrapolation

over the grids in the space of all geometrical parameters W1, W2, L0, L1, and L2.

For this example, there are 25 grid points where training data are available, i.e.,

NL = 25. There are 27758 grid points where training data are not available, i.e.,

NE = 27758. The vector yL contains |S21| values at 25 grid points and the vector

ye contains unknown |S21| values at 27758 extrapolated grid points. The symmet-

ric and sparse matrix Q is a 27758× 27758 matrix which contains 229342 nonzero
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Table 5.1: Training Data for the Bandstop Filter Example

W1 (mm) W2 (mm) L0 (mm) L1 (mm) L2 (mm)
0.20 0.33 2.54 2.80 2.66
0.20 0.35 2.60 2.92 2.86
0.20 0.38 2.66 2.98 2.92
0.20 0.40 2.73 3.05 2.73
0.20 0.43 2.80 2.86 2.80
0.21 0.33 2.60 2.86 2.73
0.21 0.35 2.66 3.05 2.66
0.21 0.38 2.80 2.80 2.86
0.21 0.40 2.54 2.98 2.80
0.21 0.43 2.73 2.92 2.92
0.23 0.33 2.66 2.92 2.80
0.23 0.35 2.80 2.98 2.73
0.23 0.38 2.73 2.86 2.66
0.23 0.40 2.60 2.80 2.92
0.23 0.43 2.54 3.05 2.86
0.24 0.33 2.73 2.98 2.86
0.24 0.35 2.54 2.86 2.92
0.24 0.38 2.60 3.05 2.80
0.24 0.40 2.80 2.92 2.66
0.24 0.43 2.66 2.80 2.73
0.25 0.33 2.80 3.05 2.92
0.25 0.35 2.73 2.80 2.80
0.25 0.38 2.54 2.92 2.73
0.25 0.40 2.66 2.86 2.86
0.25 0.43 2.60 2.98 2.66

elements. The sparsity pattern of the matrix Q is shown in Fig. 5.7. The sparsity

of Q is 97.02%, confirming that Q is a large sparse matrix. After solving (5.28),

we obtain extrapolated data outside training range. Then we use the extrapolated

data ye together with the given training data yL to train a neural network.

For comparison purpose, we use sparse LU decomposition and CG methods to
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Table 5.2: Nonuniform Grids in Proposed Extrapolation Technique for the Bandstop
Filter Example

W1 (mm) W2 (mm) L0 (mm) L1 (mm) L2 (mm)

Extrapolation
Region

0.13
0.15 0.28
0.18 0.30 2.41 2.66 2.54

Training
Region

0.20 0.33 2.54 2.80 2.66
0.21 0.35 2.60 2.86 2.73
0.23 0.38 2.66 2.92 2.80
0.24 0.40 2.73 2.98 2.86
0.25 0.43 2.80 3.05 2.92

Extrapolation
Region

0.28 0.46 2.92 3.17 3.05
0.48

solve the large sparse system of linear equations in (5.28) for this example. While

it takes about two minutes using the sparse LU decomposition, it takes only 10

seconds by using the CG method. Therefore, the CG method is faster than the

sparse LU decomposition for such large sparse system of linear equations.

For another comparison purpose, we also use the same 25 scattered training data

to develop a neural model without extrapolation, a neural model with the existing

model-level extrapolation method [11] and a neural model with the existing neuron-

level extrapolation method [12]. In total, we develop four neural models with or

without extrapolation using the same training data, i.e., the 25 samples of given

training data.

After developing the parametric models, we use these neural models to do design

optimization to find corresponding reasonable W1, W2, L0, L1 and L2 for given
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Figure 5.7: Sparsity pattern of the symmetric matrix D11 for the bandstop filter
example. D11 is a 27758×27758 matrix with 229342 nonzero elements. The sparsity
of this matrix D11 is 97.02%, confirming that D11 is a large sparse matrix.

design specifications of the bandstop filter defined as follows [89]

|S21| � 0.9, for 5 GHz � ω � 8 GHz

|S21| � 0.05, for 9.35 GHz � ω � 10.75 GHz

|S21| � 0.9, for 12 GHz � ω � 15 GHz

where ω represents frequency. During optimization process, new values of design

variables W1, W2, L0, L1 and L2 are produced in each iteration of optimization. As

part of the optimization process, the neural models will be evaluated at these new
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values of W1, W2, L0, L1 and L2, and the response |S21| is obtained to see whether

these design values satisfy the design specifications or not. The optimization will

determine the updates to W1, W2, L0, L1 and L2 for next iteration until the design

specifications are satisfied.

We repeat this optimization by using four different neural network models inside

optimization iteration. The movement (i.e., change of values) of W1, W2, L0, L1

and L2 from iteration to iteration during optimization process forms a trajectory

in the geometrical parameter space. With the same initial point, the comparison of

the optimization trajectory of design variables W1 and W2 using the neural model

without extrapolation and the neural models with different extrapolation methods

are shown in Fig. 5.8. Although the initial values and the optimal solution are both

inside training range, the movement of W1, W2, L0, L1 and L2 during optimization

often goes beyond the training range. Therefore the quality of the neural model

outside the training range is still important and extrapolation methods are needed

to help the model find the correct direction for the next change of W1, W2, L0, L1

and L2. The neural model without extrapolation is not reliable outside the training

range, therefore the optimization is misled to a wrong solution. The optimization

results using existing extrapolation techniques can be slightly improved but are

still not enough to get the correct solution for this example. Using the proposed

extrapolation method, the neural model has smoother tendency outside the training

range and the reliable updates for the optimization outside the training range can

be found. In this way, the optimization can finally reach the correct solution.

The comparison of the filter responses computed by the EM simulator at the
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the optimization trajectory of design variablesW1 andW2

in the bandstop filter example using the neural model without extrapolation, the
neural model with model-level extrapolation, the neural model with neuron-level
extrapolation and the neural model with proposed extrapolation with the same
initial values.

final solutions of the optimization using the neural model without extrapolation, the

neural model with model-level extrapolation, the neural model with neuron-level

extrapolation and the neural model with proposed extrapolation are shown in Fig.

5.9. Only the optimization solution using the model with proposed extrapolation

can satisfy the design specifications. This example demonstrates that the proposed

extrapolation method allows the trained neural models to be used more robustly

than existing methods in microwave device optimization.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of filter responses computed by CST at the final solutions
of the optimization using the model without extrapolation, the model with model-
level extrapolation, the model with neuron-level extrapolation and the model with
proposed extrapolation.

For further comparison, we also use the same training data listed in Table 5.1

to develop models using SVM and GP methods. We compare the extrapolation

capability of SVM and GP models with that of the proposed extrapolation method

by using these models to do EM optimization again. The optimization results us-

ing direct extrapolations by original ANN formulas, direct extrapolation by original

SVM formulas, direct extrapolation by original GP formulas and the ANN model
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the optimization trajectory of design variables W1 and
W2 in the bandstop filter example using different LBE methods and the proposed
extrapolation method. The different LBE methods in this comparison include ANN,
SVM and GP methods.

with proposed extrapolation method are shown in Fig. 5.10. With direct extrapo-

lation, the optimizations using original ANN, SVM and GP formulas are all misled

to wrong solutions. On the other hand, the neural model using the proposed ex-

trapolation method successfully guides the EM optimization to the correct solution

as shown in Fig. 5.10.
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5.3.2 Extrapolation of Neural-Based Large-Signal Models
for HB Simulation of a GaAs MESFET

This example illustrates that the proposed extrapolation technique with TDNN

structure [60] can improve the robustness of the neural models involved in HB sim-

ulation with nonlinear microwave devices. The TDNN model can achieve good ac-

curacy for dynamic modeling of nonlinear devices which have higher order dynamic

effects (e.g., which requires more capacitors) [60]. However, the TDNN model with-

out extrapolation sometimes is not robust enough during HB simulation. To address

this problem, new structures of neural model, such as the Wiener-type neural model

structure [97], have been presented to improve the convergence properties during HB

simulation. In this subsection, we use the proposed extrapolation method to make

the original TDNN model more robust and have enhanced convergence properties

during HB simulation.

This example has two parts. The first part is to develop TDNN models for the

GaAs MESFET [121], and the second part is to use these TDNN models to do HB

simulation using Keysight Advanced Design System (ADS) simulator.

In the first part, the structures of TDNN models are

ig(t) = fANN1

(
vg(t), vg(t− τ), vg(t− 2τ), vd(t), vd(t− τ), vd(t− 2τ)

)
(5.29a)

id(t) = fANN2

(
vg(t), vg(t− τ), vg(t− 2τ), vd(t), vd(t− τ), vd(t− 2τ)

)
(5.29b)

where ig(t), id(t), vg(t) and vd(t) represent the time-domain gate current, drain cur-

rent, gate voltage and drain voltage, respectively. The time delay parameter τ is
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0.0045 ns. The large-signal training data are generated in ADS simulator by exciting

the GaAs MESFET with a set of fundamental frequencies (from 1 GHz to 5 GHz,

step-size 1 GHz) and input power levels (from −5 dBm to 10 dBm, step-size 1 dBm)

at one bias point (Vg = −0.2 V, Vd = 3 V). Even though the frequencies and power

levels are grid distributed, they are not directly the TDNN input variables. The ac-

tual TDNN inputs are x = [vg(t), vg(t− τ), vg(t− 2τ), vd(t), vd(t− τ), vd(t− 2τ)]T ,

resulting in nongrid scattered data with irregular boundaries of the training region

as shown in Fig. 5.11.

For comparison purpose, we develop TDNN models using different extrapolation

methods, i.e., the standard TDNN without extrapolation, the TDNN with model-

level extrapolation [11], the TDNN with neuron-level extrapolation [12] and the

TDNN with proposed extrapolation. Fig. 5.11 and Table 5.3 show the given time-

domain training data and nonuniform grids following the proposed extrapolation

method. For this example, m1 = m2 = m3 = m4 = m5 = m6 = 6. There are a

total of 15625 cells in the entire region. For n = 6, the sizes of A−1 and B are both

4096 × 4096. The values of A−1 are constants and loaded from the pre-computed

problem-independent constant data base. In this example, linear transformation is

used to preprocess the training data such that the grid orientations in the training

region are better aligned with that of the training data.

After developing TDNNs without extrapolation and TDNNs with different kinds

of extrapolation methods, we perform HB simulation using ADS simulator at 15

input power levels (from −4.5 dBm to 9.5 dBm, step-size 1 dBm) and four fun-

damental frequencies (from 1.5 GHz to 4.5 GHz, step-size 1 GHz), resulting in 60
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Figure 5.11: Training range with irregular boundaries in the input space of the
TDNNs of the MESFET example.

combinations of different input power levels and fundamental frequencies. These

60 combinations are different from those in training data generation. For conve-
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Table 5.3: Nonuniform Grids in Proposed Extrapolation Technique for the MESFET
Example

vg(t)
(V)

vg(t− τ)
(V)

vg(t− 2τ)
(V)

vd(t)
(V)

vd(t− τ)
(V)

vd(t− 2τ)
(V)

-3 -3 -3 0 0 0
-1.937 -1.938 -1.936 1.097 1.080 1.063
-0.707 -0.686 -0.654 2.994 2.553 2.145
-0.145 -0.028 0.082 4.000 4.010 4.013
0.947 0.944 0.936 4.903 4.896 4.887

2 2 2 6 6 6

nience of description, we call these 60 combinations as 60 points of HB simula-

tions. The HB simulation is an iterative process to solve nonlinear circuit equations

with node voltages as variables. Examples of such node voltages are gate voltages

and drain voltages of the MESFET. During HB simulation process, new values of

vg(t), vg(t−τ), vg(t−2τ), vd(t), vd(t−τ) and vd(t−2τ) are updated in each iteration

and the TDNN models are evaluated at these new values. This iterative process

continues from iteration to iteration until HB simulation converges. In this pro-

cess, it is often possible that the values of vg(t), vg(t− τ), vg(t− 2τ), vd(t), vd(t− τ)

and vd(t − 2τ) go beyond the TDNN training range. Therefore, extrapolation is

necessary to be incorporated for the HB simulation.

The convergence properties of HB simulation using the TDNN models without

extrapolation or with different kinds of extrapolation in HB simulation are shown

in Fig. 5.12. Three available solvers in ADS for HB simulation, i.e., “Auto”,

“Direct” and “Krylov” were tried. We observed that the best convergence results

for this example were obtained by the “Krylov” solver in ADS. The HB simulation
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Figure 5.12: Comparisons between ADS HB responses of the TDNN without ex-
trapolation, the TDNN with model-level extrapolation, the TDNN with neuron-level
extrapolation, the TDNN with proposed extrapolation and the device data (ADS
solution) at 15 input power levels and 4 fundamental frequency points in the MES-
FET example. (a) The output power at the fundamental frequency. (b) The 2nd
harmonic component of the output power. (c) The 3rd harmonic component of the
output power.
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Table 5.4: Convergence Comparison of Different Extrapolation Approaches for HB
Simulation of the MESFET Example

Extrapolation
approach

Total
no. of HB
simulation

points

No. of
points

converged
to correct
solutions

No. of
points

converged
to wrong
solutions

No. of
points
non-

converged

Without
extrapolation

60 42 16 2

Model-level
extrapolation [11]

60 42 18 0

Neuron-level
extrapolation [12]

60 42 18 0

Proposed
extrapolation

60 60 0 0

results reported in Fig. 5.12 are obtained by the “Krylov” solver in ADS for HB

simulation. When the input power level is low, HB simulations using TDNNs with

or without extrapolation can converge and converge to the correct solutions. As

the input power becomes higher, using the standard TDNN without extrapolation,

some points of HB simulation converge while the remaining points of HB simulation

diverge. The TDNN with model-level extrapolation and the TDNN with neuron-

level extrapolation have improved convergence properties however the converged

solutions are sometimes wrong. The number of HB simulation points that converge

to correct solutions, the number of HB simulation points that converge to wrong

solutions and the number of HB simulation points that do not converge are listed

in Table 5.4 using different extrapolation approaches. Out of the 60 points of HB

simulation using the TDNN without extrapolation, 42 points converge to correct
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solutions, 16 points converge to wrong solutions, and two points diverge during

the HB simulation. For the TDNN with model-level extrapolation and the TDNN

with neuron-level extrapolation, all 60 points can converge, 42 of which converge

to correct solutions and 18 of which converge to wrong solutions. For the TDNN

with proposed extrapolation, the HB simulation not only converge but also converge

to correct solutions at all 60 points. We can see that our proposed extrapolation

method is more robust, and the TDNN with proposed extrapolation has better

convergence property than the TDNN without extrapolation and the TDNN with

existing extrapolation techniques during HB simulation.

Fig. 5.13 shows more details about the convergence accuracy during the HB

simulation and further demonstrates the robustness of the proposed extrapolation

technique. The inputs for TDNN model are gate and drain voltages at several time

samples. We compare the curves of time-domain voltages of four TDNNs with or

without extrapolation during HB simulation when input power level is 9.5 dBm and

fundamental frequency is 3.5 GHz. We see that only the HB simulation using the

TDNN with proposed extrapolation converges to the correct solution, where the

curves of the model match those of data. These results demonstrate that compared

to the existing extrapolation methods, the proposed extrapolation technique is more

robust and has better performance when the TDNN is used outside the training re-

gion. We also compares the efficiency between different extrapolation methods for

the 60 points of HB simulations, as shown in Table 5.5. The HB simulation us-

ing the TDNN with proposed extrapolation is faster than that using the TDNN

with existing extrapolation methods. This is because the analytical formulations of
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Figure 5.13: Comparisons between the curves of time-domain inputs of various
TDNN models during HB simulation. The various TDNN models used in this
comparison include the TDNN without extrapolation, the TDNN with model-level
extrapolation, the TDNN with neuron-level extrapolation, the TDNN with proposed
extrapolation and the device data (ADS solution) when input power level is 9.5 dBm
and fundamental frequency is 3.5 GHz.
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Table 5.5: Comparison of Speed between Different Extrapolation Approaches for
HB Simulation of the MESFET Example

Extrapolation approach
CPU time

for 60 points of HB simulations
Without extrapolation 6 s

Model-level extrapolation [11] 181 s
Neuron-level extrapolation [12] 34 s

Proposed extrapolation 2 s

the proposed extrapolation method avoid the required derivative evaluation by the

model-level extrapolation and the smoother tendency outside the training range

of the TDNN model with proposed extrapolation makes the HB simulation con-

verge faster and more robustly. This example demonstrates that the TDNN with

proposed extrapolation maintains smoother and better tendency than the standard

TDNN without extrapolation, the TDNN with model-level extrapolation and the

TDNN with neuron-level extrapolation when used beyond training region. The HB

simulation results reported in Table 5.4, Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.13 are obtained by

the “Krylov” solver in ADS for HB simulation.

5.3.3 Extrapolation of Neural-Based Large-Signal Models
for Harmonic Balance (HB) Simulation of a GaAs
HEMT

In this example, we apply the proposed extrapolation technique to TDNNs involved

in Harmonic Balance (HB) simulation for a GaAs HEMT. We first develop TDNN

models, then use these TDNNs to do HB simulation in ADS simulator.

For this example, the large-signal training data are generated from a five-layer
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Figure 5.14: HEMT structure in Medici simulator used for data generation.

GaAs-AlGaAs-InGaAs HEMT example given in a physics-based device simulator

Medici. The HEMT [37], [124] structure used in setting up the physical-based

simulator is shown in Fig. 5.14. The parameters of HEMT are shown in Table 5.6.

The HB data used for large-signal training are generated at different input power

levels (from −20 dBm to −5 dBm, step-size 5 dBm; from −3 dBm to 9 dBm, step-

size 2 dBm; 10 dBm) and different fundamental frequencies (from 2 GHz to 5 GHz,

step-size 1 GHz) at the static bias point (Vg = 0.2 V, Vd = 5 V). The structures

of TDNNs with the time delay parameter τ = 0.0045 ns are same as (5.29a) and

(5.29b).

For comparison purpose, we develop the standard TDNN without extrapolation,

the TDNN with model-level extrapolation, the TDNN with neuron-level extrapola-
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Table 5.6: Values of Geometrical/Physical Parameters for the HEMT Device

Parameter Name Value
Gate Length (um) 0.2
Gate Width (um) 100

Thickness
(um)

AlGaAs Donor Layer 0.025
AlGaAs Spacer Layer 0.01

InGaAs Channel Layer 0.01
GaAs Substrate 0.045

Doping Density
(1/cm3)

AlGaAs Donor Layer 1e18
InGaAs Channel Layer 1e2

Source N+ 2e20
Drain N+ 2e20

Table 5.7: Nonuniform Grids in Proposed Extrapolation Technique for the HEMT
Example

vg(t) (V) vg(t− τ) (V) vg(t− 2τ) (V) vd(t) (V) vd(t− τ) (V) vd(t− 2τ) (V)
-2.5 -2.5 -2.5 1 1 1

-1.589 -1.581 -1.564 1.850 1.886 1.960
-0.500 -0.498 -0.490 4.597 5.046 5.461
0.495 0.423 0.349 6.653 6.651 6.652
1.535 1.534 1.532 7.563 7.569 7.568
2.5 2.5 2.5 9 9 9

tion and the TDNN with proposed extrapolation to learn the large-signal behavior

of the the HEMT. Fig. 5.15 shows the given time-domain training data and Table

5.7 indicates the nonuniform grids following the proposed extrapolation method.

For this example, m1 = m2 = m3 = m4 = m5 = m6 = 6. There are a total

of 15625 cells in the entire region. For n = 6, the sizes of A−1 and B are both

4096 × 4096. The values of A−1 are constants and loaded from the pre-calculated

problem-independent constant data base. In this example, linear transformation is
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Figure 5.15: Training range with irregular boundaries in the input space of the
TDNNs of the HEMT example.

used to preprocess the training data such that the grid orientations in the training

region are better aligned with that of the training data.
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After developing TDNNs with or without extrapolation, we compare the con-

vergence properties between the standard TDNN without extrapolation, the TDNN

with model-level extrapolation [11], the TDNN with neuron-level extrapolation [12]

and the TDNN with proposed extrapolation. We perform HB simulation using ADS

simulator at 12 input power levels from −20 dBm to 10 dBm and three fundamental

frequencies from 2.5 GHz to 4.5 GHz, resulting in 36 combinations of different input

power levels and fundamental frequencies. For convenience of description, we call

these 36 combinations as 36 points of HB simulations. The comparison results are

shown in Fig. 5.16. For the standard TDNN without extrapolation, some points of

HB simulation converge, while the remaining points of HB simulation diverge when

the input power is high. For the TDNN with model-level extrapolation, the TDNN

with neuron-level extrapolation and the TDNN with proposed extrapolation, the

HB simulations converge with all input power levels at all fundamental frequen-

cies. However, the HB solutions may not be necessarily correct, even if the HB

simulation converges. The number of HB simulation points that converge to correct

solutions, the number of HB simulation points that converge to wrong solutions and

the number of HB simulation points that do not converge are listed in Table 5.8

using different extrapolation approaches. For the TDNN without extrapolation, 30

points converge to correct solutions, three points converge to wrong solutions, and

three points diverge during the HB simulation. For the TDNN with model-level

or neuron-level extrapolation, all 36 points can converge, 30 of which converge to

correct solutions and six of which converge to wrong solutions. For the TDNN with

proposed extrapolation, the HB simulation not only converge but also converge to
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Figure 5.16: Comparisons between ADS HB responses of the TDNN without ex-
trapolation, the TDNN with model-level extrapolation, the TDNN with neuron-level
extrapolation, the TDNN with proposed extrapolation and the device data (ADS
solution) at 12 input power levels and 3 fundamental frequency points in the HEMT
example. (a) The output power at the fundamental frequency. (b) The 2nd har-
monic component of the output power. (c) The 3rd harmonic component of the
output power.
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Table 5.8: Convergence Comparison of Different Extrapolation Approaches for HB
Simulation of the HEMT Example

Extrapolation
approach

Total
no. of HB
simulation

points

No. of
points

converged
to correct
solutions

No. of
points

converged
to wrong
solutions

No. of
points
non-

converged

Without
extrapolation

36 30 3 3

Model-level
extrapolation [11]

36 30 6 0

Neuron-level
extrapolation [12]

36 30 6 0

Proposed
extrapolation

36 36 0 0

Table 5.9: Comparison of Speed between Different Extrapolation Approaches for
HB Simulation of the HEMT Example

Extrapolation approach
CPU time

for 36 points of HB simulations
Without extrapolation 18 s

Model-level extrapolation [11] 389 s
Neuron-level extrapolation [12] 86 s

Proposed extrapolation 2 s

correct solutions at all 36 points. We also compares the efficiency between different

extrapolation methods for the 36 points of HB simulations, as shown in Table 5.9.

Compared to TDNN models with existing extrapolation methods, the TDNN with

proposed extrapolation has smoother tendency outside the training range. The 36

points of HB simulations using the TDNN with proposed extrapolation are faster

and more efficient than those using TDNN models with the existing extrapolation
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methods. The HB simulation results reported in Fig. 5.16, Table 5.8 and Table 5.9

are obtained by the “Krylov” solver in ADS for HB simulation.

These comparisons demonstrate that the TDNN with proposed extrapolation

technique has smoother tendency outside the training range which leads to better

convergence properties and faster convergence speed in HB simulation than the

TDNN without extrapolation and the TDNN with existing extrapolation methods.

The proposed extrapolation technique outperforms the existing techniques with

improved reliability and faster convergence in HB simulation.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, an advanced multi-dimensional extrapolation technique for neural-

based microwave modeling and design has been proposed to address the modeling

challenges in microwave simulation and optimization, such as EM optimization and

large-signal HB simulation. Grid formulation is used to discritize the input space

into many grids so that the unknown outputs of the model at all grid points in

the extrapolation region have freedom to permit smoothness of the model across

different extrapolation directions. The proposed method preserves 1st order con-

tinuity of model outputs versus model inputs across the boundary of the training

region and minimizes 2nd order derivatives everywhere in the extrapolation region.

The formulation of the proposed method guarantees the best model accuracy where

training data are given and the maximum smoothness where training data are not

given. The proposed extrapolation technique makes neural models for both passive

and active components more robust, resulting in faster convergence in microwave
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simulation and optimization involving neural model inputs as iterative variables.

Compared to existing extrapolation methods for neural networks, the proposed ex-

trapolation technique has better performance when a neural model is used outside

the training range.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis has presented systematic research about automated knowledge-based

neural model generation and extrapolation techniques for microwave applications.

An advanced algorithm to automate the process of developing knowledge-based

models with a new adaptive sampling technique has been proposed. A unified au-

tomated model structure adaptation algorithm for knowledge-based modeling using

l1 optimization has been introduced. An advanced multi-dimensional extrapolation

technique for neural-based microwave modeling and design has also been proposed.

In the thesis, we have firstly proposed automated knowledge-based model gener-

ation algorithm with a new adaptive sampling technique for microwave applications.

It is the first time that the subtasks in generating a knowledge-based model like ini-

tial optimization, unit mapping, data generation, determination of the number of

hidden neurons, training and testing are integrated into one unified framework. In

the proposed method, a new adaptive sampling technique has been applied in the
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knowledge-based model process to make the modeling much faster. The proposed

method uses relatively fewer training samples than traditional manual knowledge-

based modeling techniques to achieve similar model accuracy, and significantly re-

duces the human time.

A unified automated model structure adaptation algorithm for knowledge-based

neural network using l1 optimization has been proposed to automatically determine

the type and topology of the mapping structure in a knowledge-based model. A uni-

fied model structure encompassing various types of mappings has been proposed.

New formulations using l1 optimization has also been proposed to automatically

determine whether input mapping, frequency mapping and output mapping in a

knowledge-based model is needed or not. Compared to existing knowledge-based

modeling method, the proposed method can automatically adjust the mapping

structure to achieve a model with the good accuracy as well as the most compact

structure. The proposed algorithm is a systematic technique which can increase the

knowledge-based modeling efficiency.

This thesis has also proposed an advanced extrapolation technique for neural-

based microwave modeling and design. The proposed technique aims to address

the issue that a neural model is accurate only within the training range and is

unreliable outside the training range. In the proposed technique, grid formulation

has been used to discritize the input space into many grids and the extrapolation

has been performed over these grids. The unknown target values of the model at

these grid points are formulated as optimization variables and are determined by

optimization. In this way, the proposed extrapolation method can guarantee good
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model accuracy inside the training range and maximally smooth across all directions

everywhere outside the training range. Compared to existing extrapolation methods

for neural models, The proposed extrapolation method makes neural models have

better performance when they are used outside the training range.

6.2 Future Research

Some of the future directions based on the expansion of the proposed unified au-

tomated model generation method and the proposed extrapolation technique have

been identified in this thesis as follows

• One of the future directions is to incorporate the proposed extrapolation tech-

nique into automated knowledge-based modeling process. Extrapolation can

be applied to every space mapping neural network of a knowledge-based model

to make the final knowledge-based model more reliable when used outside the

training range. Currently, the proposed extrapolation is performed based on

the measurement/simulation data of the device under consideration (i.e., the

data for the input-output values of the entire model). Since in reality the

mapping data (i.e., the data for the input-output values of each mapping neu-

ral network) are unknown, how to obtain these mapping data and extrapolate

the mapping neural network in a knowledge-based model is not clear and

straightforward. New extrapolation formulations and methodology will be re-

quired to address this issue. The entire knowledge-based modeling process

with mapping extrapolation will still be an automated process.
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• Another future direction is to add parallel computation into the proposed

extrapolation technique. Currently, the proposed extrapolation technique is

based on sequential computation mechanism, i.e., we extrapolate every output

of the model one-by-one. With the increase of the number of model outputs,

the efficiency of the extrapolation decreases. To address this issue, we can

improve the extrapolation technique by expanding the extrapolation formula

from one output variable to multiple output variables. We can add parallel

computation during the extrapolation process to extrapolate multiple output

variables simultaneously. In this way, we can speed up the extrapolation

process when there are multiple output variables needed to be extrapolated.

• As a further research, the proposed automated model generation method can

be applied to deep neural network modeling for microwave applications. With

the challenges of increasing complexity in microwave modeling and design,

deep neural network is becoming an important vehicle in addressing modeling

problem with high-dimension and large range. Problems that require more

than two hidden layers were rare prior to deep learning. How to determine the

number of hidden layers in a deep neural network becomes an important aspect

during the modeling process. We can apply the proposed automated model

generation method into deep neural network modeling process. One hidden

layer is initially used, then the algorithm adjusts the neural network size (i.e.,

adding or reducing hidden layers) whenever it detects under-learning or over-

learning. During this process, we fix the number of hidden neurons in each

hidden layer. All the subtasks involved in neural modeling are still integrated
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as one framework. In this way, the intensive human effort demanded by the

conventional step-by-step process in deep neural network modeling process

can be significantly reduced.

• Automated model generation algorithm for dynamic neural network (DNN)

and time-delay neural network (TDNN) for microwave modeling can also be

envisioned. Automated dynamic order selection and automated time-delay

selection will be incorporated into the proposed automated modeling method

to automatically choose the most suitable orders for a DNN model and the

appropriate number of time-delays for a TDNN model, respectively. The pro-

posed adaptive sampling technique will be also utilized during the automated

DNN and TDNN development process. The resulting DNN and TDNN models

can be used for behavior modeling for nonlinear device and circuits.
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Appendix A

In this appendix, we provide detailed information of the matrix A and the vector

b defined in (5.8) following the existing literature [112]. For n-dimensional extrap-

olation problems, the 4n unknown coefficients in α for a given cell with the origin

(i1, i2, . . . , ik, . . . , in) in (5.4) will be determined in such a way that the values of

f and the 1st order to nth order mixed partial derivatives of f take prescribed

values at N corner points of the cell [112]. The values of f and the 1st order to

nth order partial derivatives of f at every corner point of the cell whose origin is

(i1, i2, . . . , ik, . . . , in) can be directly derived from (5.4). More specifically, for the

given cell whose origin is

(i1, i2, . . . , ik, . . . , in) , (6.1)

a 4n × 4n matrix A is defined from the grid information relating to the values of f

and the 1st order to nth order partial derivatives of f at every corner point of the

cell, i.e.,

A =



A1

A2

...

AN


(6.2)
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where the submatrices A1, A2, · · · , AN are defined following [112]. In order to

provide a summary of definitions forA1,A2, · · · ,AN , we first define two parameters

βk and lm. We define

βk =

(
xk − x(ik)k

)
x
(ik+1)
k − x(ik)k

, k = 1, 2, · · · , n (6.3)

where βk is a coefficient evaluated according to the location of a given corner point

of the cell, i.e., according to whether xk = x
(ik)
k or xk = x

(ik+1)
k , where xk is the kth

coordinate value of the given corner point. Specifically, βk is evaluated as

βk =


1 if xk = x

(ik+1)
k

0 if xk = x
(ik)
k

(6.4)

We also define index parameters l1 and l2 as

l1 = u1, (6.5)

l2 =

u1∑
r1=1

(n− r1)− (n− u2) (6.6)
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and lm, m = 3, · · · , n, as

lm =

u1∑
r1=1

n−m+2∑
r2=r1+1

n−m+3∑
r3=r2+1

· · ·
n−m+(m−1)∑
rm−1=rm−2+1

(n− rm−1)

−
n−m+2∑
r2=u2+1

n−m+3∑
r3=r2+1

· · ·
n−m+(m−1)∑
rm−1=rm−2+1

(n− rm−1)

−
n−m+3∑
r3=u3+1

n−m+4∑
r4=r3+1

· · ·
n−m+(m−1)∑
rm−1=rm−2+1

(n− rm−1)

− · · · −
n−m+(m−1)∑
rm−1=um−1+1

(n− rm−1)

− (n− um)

(6.7)

where u1, u2, · · · , um are index parameters selected from

u1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n−m+ 1}, (6.8a)

u2 ∈ {u1 + 1, u1 + 2, · · · , n−m+ 2}, (6.8b)

...

um ∈ {um−1 + 1, um−1 + 2, · · · , n} (6.8c)

For example, for m = 4, (6.7) becomes

l4 =

u1∑
r1=1

n−2∑
r2=r1+1

n−1∑
r3=r2+1

(n− r3)−
n−2∑

r2=u2+1

n−1∑
r3=r2+1

(n− r3)

−
n−1∑

r3=u3+1

(n− r3)− (n− u4)
(6.9)

Next we define the contents for submatrices A1, A2, · · · , AN . Let a
(l)
it represent

the element in the ith row and tth column of submatrix Al for l = 1, 2, · · · , N ,
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where i = 1, 2, · · · , N and t is defined in (5.5). The submatrix Al and the element

a
(l)
it in Al are then defined as follows.

For l = C0
n = 1,

Alα =



f |p1
f |p2

...

f |pN


(6.10)

and the element a
(l)
it in Al is defined as

a
(l)
it =

n∏
k=1

(βk)
jk

∣∣∣∣∣
pi

(6.11)

where jk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} for k = 1, 2, · · · , n. Different values of (j1, j2, · · · , jn) lead

to different values of t, as defined in (5.5). Notice that we use the symbol Ck
n to

represent the number of k-combinations from a set of n elements.

For

l = C0
n + C1

n + · · ·+ Cm−1
n + lm, (6.12)

where m = 1, 2, · · · , n, the submatrix Al is related to the mth order derivative of f

w.r.t m variables xu1 , xu2 , · · · , xum , defined as

Alα =



∂mf /(∂xu1∂xu2 · · · ∂xum) |p1
∂mf /(∂xu1∂xu2 · · · ∂xum) |p2

...

∂mf /(∂xu1∂xu2 · · · ∂xum) |pN


(6.13)

where u1, u2, · · · , um are the subscripts of the derivative variables xu1 , xu2 , · · · ,
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xum , respectively, and their values should satisfy (6.8a) to (6.8c). The parameter lm

is determined from u1, u2, · · · , um as defined in (6.5) to (6.7). The element a
(l)
it in

Al is defined as

a
(l)
it =

m∏
η=1

(
ju

s
(iu)
u

∣∣∣∣
u=uη

)
n∏
k=1
k/∈U

(βk)
jk

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pi

(6.14)

where U is an index set U = {u1, u2, · · · , um}, and l is defined in (6.12).

The submatrices A1, A2, · · · , AN contain the grid information of the cell with

the origin (i1, i2, . . . , in) and are calculated at all corner points of the cell. More

specifically, these submatrices correlate the unknown coefficients α to the values of

f and the 1st order to nth order partial derivatives of f at every corner points of

the cell with the origin (i1, i2, . . . , in). For example, A1 correlates α to the values

of f at all corner points of the cell; A2 correlates α to the 1st order derivatives of

f with respect to x1 at all corner points of the cell; An+2 correlates α to the 2nd

order derivatives of f with respect to x1 and x2 at all corner points of the cell; AN

correlates α to the nth order partial derivatives of f with respect to x1, x2, · · · , xn

at all corner points of the cell. Because the elements in these submatrices A1,

A2, · · · , AN are calculated at the corner points of the cell, the values of βk in the

submatrices are either 0 or 1. The size of each of these submatrices is N×4n. These

submatrices are sparse and constant matrices. Therefore matrix A is a sparse and

constant matrix.

For a n-dimensional problem, the size of A is 4n × 4n. For example, in a 3-D

extrapolation example, the size of A is 43×43 = 64×64. As described in Subsection

5.2.6, “64 rows” ofA correspond to the grid information relating to the function val-
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ues and the mixed partial derivatives
[
f, ∂f

∂x1
, ∂f
∂x2
, ∂f
∂x3
, ∂2f
∂x1∂x2

, ∂2f
∂x1∂x3

, ∂2f
∂x2∂x3

, ∂3f
∂x1∂x2∂x3

]
at all corner points (i.e., eight corner points) of a 3-D cell. “64 columns” of A corre-

spond to the grid information relating to 64 unknown coefficients in α of the 3-D cu-

bic polynomial formula. It is worth noting that the information of the 2nd or higher

order partial derivatives with respect to the same variable, such as ∂2f
∂x12

, ∂2f
∂x22

, ∂2f
∂x32

,

∂3f
∂x12∂x2

, ∂3f
∂x12∂x3

, ∂3f
∂x1∂x22

, ∂3f
∂x22∂x3

, ∂3f
∂x1∂x32

and ∂3f
∂x2∂x32

, are not included in A. This is

because that the current information in
[
f, ∂f

∂x1
, ∂f
∂x2
, ∂f
∂x3
, ∂2f
∂x1∂x2

, ∂2f
∂x1∂x3

, ∂2f
∂x2∂x3

, ∂3f
∂x1∂x2∂x3

]
at all corner points of a cell is sufficient to solve the 4n unknown variables α by

Aα = b.

In (5.8), b is defined as a vector containing the values of f and the 1st order to

nth order mixed partial derivatives of f at every corner point of a cell, i.e.,

b =

[
f |p1 f |p2 · · · f |pN

∂f

∂x1

∣∣∣∣
p1

∂f

∂x1

∣∣∣∣
p2

· · · ∂f

∂x1

∣∣∣∣
pN

· · · ∂nf

∂x1∂x2 · · · ∂xn

∣∣∣∣
p1

∂nf

∂x1∂x2 · · · ∂xn

∣∣∣∣
p2

· · · ∂nf

∂x1∂x2 · · · ∂xn

∣∣∣∣
pN

]T
(6.15)

The size of vector b is 4n. For example, in a 3-D extrapolation example, there are

64 elements in b.
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Appendix B

In this appendix, we provide a complete and detailed definition of the proposed

submatrices B1, B2, · · · , BN introduced in (5.11a) and (5.11b). Let b
(l)
it represent

the element in the ith row and tth column of submatrix Bl for l = 1, 2, · · · , N ,

where i = 1, 2, · · · , N . These submatrices are defined for a given cell whose origin

is expressed in (6.1).

For l = C0
n = 1, the submatrix Bl relates the model output at the grid points of

the given cell and its neighboring cells to the values of f at the corner points of the

current cell, defined as in (5.11a). The element b
(l)
it in Bl is defined as

b
(l)
it =


1, if Condition #1 and Condition #2

0, otherwise

(6.16)
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where

Condition #1: The grid point (j1, j2, · · · , jk, · · · , jn)

coincides with the corner point pi, where jk

is the grid coordinate along the kth dimension

within the local area of the current cell and

its neighboring cells, jk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and

k = 1, 2, · · · , n.

Condition #2: t is equal to 1 +
n∑
k=1

(
4n−k · jk

)
.

For l defined in (6.12), where m = 1, 2, · · · , n, the submatrix Bl is related to

the mth order derivative of f w.r.t m variables xu1 , xu2 , · · · , xum , defined as in

(5.11b). In (5.11b), the index parameters u1, u2, · · · , um are the subscripts of the

derivative variables xu1 , xu2 , · · · , xum , respectively, and the values of u1, u2, · · · , um

are defined in (6.8a) to (6.8c). The parameter lm in (6.12) is determined from u1,

u2, · · · , um as defined in (6.5) to (6.7). The element b
(l)
it in Bl is defined as

b
(l)
it =



m∏
η=1

(
εu

s
(iu+ju−1)
u + s

(iu+ju−2)
u

∣∣∣∣
u=uη

)
,

if Condition #1 and Condition #3

0, otherwise

(6.17)
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where iu is defined in (6.1), m = 1, 2, · · · , n, and

Condition #3: t is equal to

1 +
n∑
k=1

(
4n−k · jk

)
+

m∑
η=1

(
4n−u · εu

)∣∣∣∣∣
u=uη

,

for εu = −1, 1.
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Appendix C

In the computer programming implementation, we can further speed up the com-

putation of (A−1B) involved in Equations (5.15), (5.16), (5.19), (5.22a) to (5.22d)

by taking the step size information out of matrix A and putting it into matrix B.

In this way, matrix A and matrix A−1 become constant matrices and are indepen-

dent of the modeling problem. For each n, there is a fixed modified A−1 which

can be preprocessed and saved in pre-calculated data base. Suppose we use Anew

and Bnew to represent the modified version of A and B, respectively. In this ap-

pendix, we show how to modify A and B, and provide a mathematical proof that

A −1
new Bnew = A−1B.

In order to move the step size information from A to B, we define a diagonal

matrix S. Let γjj represent the element at the jth row and jth column of S. The

value of γjj is defined as

γjj =


1, if 0 < j 6 N

m∏
η=1

s
(iu)
u

∣∣∣∣
u=uη

, if (l − 1) ·N < j 6 l ·N
(6.18)

where l is computed from u1, u2, · · · , um using (6.12), (6.5) to (6.7), and m =

1, 2, · · · , n.
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The step size information in A is moved to B as follows

Anew = SA (6.19a)

and

Bnew = SB (6.19b)

By multiplying S to A, the step size parameters in A are completely canceled. The

remaining elements in A (i.e., the elements in Anew) are either nonzeros or zeros.

The values of the nonzeros are constants and problem-independent under the given

dimensionality parameter n. The position of the nonzeros and zeros are also fixed,

because the relative position (except step size parameters) of a n-dimensional cell

and its neighboring cells are fixed. Further, the relative position of corner points of

a cell (except step size parameters) are also fixed. Therefore, after multiplying S to

cancel the step size factor in A, the remaining elements in A (i.e., the elements in

Anew) are constants and independent to the application examples. In other words,

matrix Anew and matrix A −1
new become constant matrices and are independent of

the modeling problem. For each n, the fixed A −1
new can be preprocessed and saved

in pre-calculated data case.

It can be proven that A −1
new Bnew = A−1B as follows,

A −1
new Bnew = A−1S−1SB

= A−1IB

= A−1B

(6.20)

where matrix I represents the identity matrix. In this way, A −1
new Bnew = A−1B is
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proved and the modified matrices A −1
new and Bnew are used for the implementation

of (5.22a) and (5.22b) in computer programming.
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